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sustainable future.
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responsibility. Cromax Mosaic. Because the art of refinishing will 
never die as long as you’re in charge.   

Call 855-6-AXALTA to set up an in-shop demo, or 
go to cromax.us/freemosaicdemo to discover this 
revolutionary new paint technology.
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PREPARE FOR YOUR SHOP’S 
ALUMINUM REPAIR INVESTMENT
CHELSEA FREY // 
Senior Associate Editor

Mark A. Bono, current I-CAR in-

structor and Business Develop-

ment Manager for Adrian’s Collision 

Centers and a former shop owner, pre-

sented a session titled “Your fi rst alumi-

num estimate — are you ready?” for a 

roomful of shop owners at the PPG MVP 

Conference, which took place April 24-26 

in Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Bono’s presentation focused on the 

multifaceted nature of aluminum repair 

that shop owners must take into consider-

ation when planning for future aluminum 

repair work. Addressing over 60 attendees 

in the breakout session, Bono opened the 

presentation stating, “The goal is to talk 

about this new precipice that we’re at in 

the body shop industry. At some point 

you’re going to have to fix aluminum ve-

hicles, and you have already made or will 

make a substantial investment in alumi-

num-specific equipment.” 

While special tools, equipment, train-

ing and shop space dedicated solely to 

aluminum repair might be the first things 

that come to a shop owner’s mind when 

considering investing to prepare his or 

her shop for aluminum-intensive vehi-

cles, Bono stressed that understanding 

the material and its repairability is essen-

tial to grasping the full breadth of the in-

vestment. For example, Bono explained 

that due to the fact that aluminum work 

hardens faster than steel, it takes more 

effort, skill and time — due to additional 

procedural steps — to move aluminum 

than it does to move steel.

More importantly, shop owners need 

to be able to share knowledge of alumi-

num’s unique qualities with insurers. Bono 

explained, “You need to be an expert so 

you can have an informed conversation 

with insurers so they know what repairing 

aluminum takes and costs. You need to be 

ADVANCED MATERIALS

3D-PRINTED PARTS:  
COMING FOR PLANES; 
ARE CARS NEXT? 

In April, Alcoa announced 
that it would supply 

3D-printed titanium fuselage 
and engine pylon components 
to aircraft manufacturer Airbus 
for use in commercial airplanes. 
While there have been some 
interior aircraft components 
created via 3D printing 
(also referred to as additive 
manufacturing), the use of 
printed metal parts in the engine 
and other areas of a plane is a 
relatively new development. Alcoa 
has invested heavily in 3D printing 
and metallic powder production 
capabilities at its technical 
center in Pittsburgh, Pa., and in 
2015 the company acquired RTI 
International Metals (now known 
as Alcoa Titanium & Engineered 
Products, ATEP), which expanded 
its printed metal parts capabilities. 

While an Alcoa spokesperson 
indicated that the company is 
targeting its additive manufacturing 
capabilities exclusively for 
aerospace applications right now, 
automotive manufacturers are also 
eyeing the technology. 3D printing 
allows manufacturers to create 
highly complex geometries that are 
often much lighter in weight thanks 
to some of the design fl exibility 
enabled by printing. For example, 
a part can be constructed with 
a “honeycombed” interior that 
provides comparable durability 

3D PARTS

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 10

MARK A. BONO PRESENTS “Your fi rst aluminum estimate — are you ready?” 
at the PPG MVP Conference in Scottsdale, Ariz.
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Collision repair is no place to cut corners. It’s also no place to drill holes or do extra welding to 

make the wrong part fit better. Only Mopar® parts are made from the original specs for durability, 

performance and the highest safety standards. They’ve also undergone rigorous testing as 

part of a whole safety system. So don’t compromise the integrity of the whole vehicle for a lesser 

part. When you partner with us, you’ll get the right part for the job – Authentic Mopar. 
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RECALLS

ENHANCE CUSTOMER RELATIONS 
BY ENCOURAGING RECALL REPAIRS
JAMES E. GUYETTE // 
Contributing Editor

Although you may be feeling 

queasy about sending a hard-won 

and loyal customer out to the Auto Mile, 

non-dealership repairers are nonethe-

less well-positioned to gain goodwill by 

at least letting your patrons know that a 

recall is in play and assist in answering 

their preliminary questions.

Official notifications sent to drivers 

— if they even make it into the hands 

of the vehicle’s correct current owner 

— frequently end up “under the pile of 

junk mail, and you can help with that 

education,” reports Ann Wilson, senior 

vice president of government affairs at 

the Motor & Equipment Manufacturers 

Association (MEMA).

“It demonstrates to your custom-

ers that you have their best interests in 

mind, and it paves the way to have the 

work done,” she points out. “You have 

the ability to look up the VIN when you 

have the vehicle in your bay. It shows that 

you’re on top of the new technology and 

that you know what’s going on.”

Wilson suggests that “you want to have 

a system to do it; find somebody on your 

staff who is computer-savvy who can fol-

low the recall notices when they come out.”

Recall repairs tend to be exclusively 

within the dealership domain because of 

the federally mandated responsibilities of 

OEMs to effectively remedy the problem. 

And as Capitol Hill committees hold hear-

ings on the amount of recall notices that 

have yet to be heeded by the motoring 

public, regulators, automakers, suppliers, 

insurers and other industry organizations 

are implementing programs aimed at mo-

tivating drivers to actually come in and get 

their repairs accomplished.

Throughout the U.S. in 2015 a record-

setting 51.2 million vehicles, nearly 900 

separate recalls, were issued notices, 

topping the 50.9 million vehicles recalled 

in 2014. During the first eight weeks of 

2016 there were already 84 new recalls 

impacting 8.6 million vehicles.

As many as one-third of all Ameri-

can car owners have experienced the 

unpleasantness of receiving a recall no-

tification about their vehicle, according 

to a recent national poll conducted by 

Liberty Mutual Insurance.

“We found that 62 percent of those 

surveyed believe it’s the manufacturer’s 

responsibility to notify them if their car 

has been recalled. In many cases, how-

ever, car owners are sometimes unable 

to be notified by the auto manufactur-

ers as they’ve either changed addresses 

or the vehicle has changed ownership,” 

notes Chad Lovell, the carrier’s manag-

ing director of emerging partnerships 

and strategic programs.

“Despite increasing odds that car 

owners will receive a recall notification 

at some point during their ownership, 14 

percent of Americans question whether 

their car manufacturer could even con-

tact them in the event of a recall. The 

overwhelming majority of Americans — 

91 percent — reported they would find it 

valuable if someone proactively notified 

them that their vehicle has been recalled,” 

says Lovell, referring to Liberty’s recent 

launch of its Auto Recall Notification Ser-

vice that utilizes up-to-date recall data 

compiled by third-party vendor CarProof.

With access to VINs and policyhold-

ers’ most current contact information, “we 

have a direct line to the driver that auto 

manufacturers may not have to provide 

a proactive alert to any recalls associated 

with their cars,” he says. Clients can also 

INDUSTRY NEWS

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 11

Includes BMW, Daimler, FCA, Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Isuzu, Kia, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru,     

Tata Motors, Tesla, Toyota, Volkswagen and Volvo. Contains data through December 2015.
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It takes a lot of testing to develop a  

legitimate standard an entire industry can 

trust. But we wanted to make sure our  

501 Bumper Certification Standard was  

the fairest, toughest, most accurate in  

the business.

Rest assured, it’s all that  

and more.

But don’t take our word for 

it. We asked the Insurance 

Institute for Highway Safety 

(IIHS) a world leader in  

auto safety and the study  

of vehicle damageability  

to put our new standard  

to the test.

The results: In comparative, full vehicle 

low- and high-speed crash tests, CAPA 

Certified bumpers provided nearly iden-

tical damage protection to the vehicle 

and nearly identical crash protection 

ratings as car company service parts, 

in similarly equipped, identical 

model vehicles with no  

difference in repair costs. 

None.

For collision repair professionals  

and insurers the CAPA 501  

Bumper Certification Standard 

spells the end of uncertainty 

about “equivalent” parts that  

affect safety. And that’s the kind of  

assurance we all need.

The CAPA 501 Bumper  
Certification Standard.

Precision-tested protection,  
proven by industry experts.

Only the best replacement parts carry  

the distinctive yellow and blue CAPA  

Seal.It’s proof they will fit, perform and 

 last the same as the originals.

  CAPAcertified.org    If it isn’t CAPA Certified, it isn’t a genuine replacement part                                                   

Want to see what happens to a replacement bumper that isn’t CAPA Certified? Check out the video at CAPAcertified.org/crash 
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able to explain to insurers how aluminum 

is different than other materials; its repair-

ability and repair techniques; and the spe-

cial equipment, materials, training and 

certifications it requires.” He continued, 

“Cars and repairability are changing so 

rapidly, but labor rates aren’t necessarily 

changing with them. Shops today will be 

setting the precedence for aluminum re-

pair and labor rates with insurers — make 

sure you are an expert.”

Another dimension to aluminum re-

pair investment that Bono discussed is 

that certifications for aluminum repair do 

not often cross over to multiple manufac-

turers. Additionally, some manufactur-

ers require the use of specific equipment 

that might not be applicable to other 

manufacturers’ recommendations.

Thus, shop owners need to carefully 

assess their business and the vehicles 

they see in their shop in order to choose a 

strategy that will accommodate the forth-

coming aluminum repairs and will allow 

them to pay off the investment. Address-

ing return on investment for aluminum 

repair, Bono explained, “You’re going to 

have limited potential in recouping your 

investment. Making the investment in 

aluminum repair does not guarantee 

an increase in sales. The investment in-

cludes tools, training, shop space, inven-

tory, etc., and these investments will not 

replace current expenses — they will be 

additional. Lastly, this investment may 

not increase your work load, but it may 

allow you to continue to repair the ve-

hicles you’ve always been fixing.” 

While Bono’s presentation may have 

proved that aluminum repair invest-

ment is challenging at best, he ended on 

a hopeful call to action. Bono encouraged 

attendees, “As I said before, you are all ex-

perts at what you do. My goal here was to 

give you enough food for thought so that 

you can go back to your shop and make 

an intelligent decision.” 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

ADVANCED MATERIALS

with a lighter weight; machining or 
casting processes generally can’t match 
those capabilities. 

While market research firm 
SmarTech estimates that 3D printing 
in the automotive industry will grow 
to $1.25 billion by 2019, the bulk of 
that activity is around prototyping and 
creation of tooling and molds.

Technology consulting firm 
Capgemini, however, expects the 
industry will soon see the first design 
prototype of a car that has more than 
50 percent of its parts 3D printed. 
Last year, design collective Local 
Motors printed an entire car on the 
floor of the SEMA conference, and 
earlier performed a similar feat when it 
produced its Strati prototype vehicle at 
a number of other conferences. 

However, it’s unlikely that the auto 
industry will adopt 3D printing as a way 
to mass produce metal parts. Printing 
metal is a more complex, time consuming 
and expensive process, which makes it 
impractical for the type of high volumes 
required by most OEMs. The reason that 
Airbus and Alcoa can move forward is 
that the number of total parts needed in 
any given production run is comparatively 
small, and the production time for each 
aircraft is very long.

That’s why there is more traction for 

printed production parts in aviation. GE 
Aviation, for example, will include 3D 
printed parts in its CFM LEAP engines, 
a first for the industry. The 19 printed 
fuel nozzles are 25 percent lighter and 
also more durable than the previous 
version and can be made as a single 
piece. (The original nozzle was made 
from 18 separate parts). The Airbus 
A350 XWB includes more than 1,000 
3D-printed parts, and Honeywell has 
tested a printed heat exchanger.

Where 3D printing will make a big 
impact is in customization. The interesting 
thing about the Local Motors Strati, for 
example, is not necessarily that it could 
be (mostly) printed; it’s that the design 
could easily be changed or altered each 
time Local Motors printed one. Last year, 
Local Motors printed its LM3D Swim 
vehicle on the show floor at SEMA, with 
plans to release a road-ready version of 
the car in 2017. However, the majority of 
the metal parts were not printed.

3D printing does allow automakers 
to create molds and tooling that can 
easily be recreated or altered much 
more quickly and cost-effectively than 
traditional methods. Automakers can 
also use this technology to create blind 
geometries and change the way parts 
and panels are designed.

“It forces you to look at the functional 
duties and elements of your car,” says 

Alex Fiechter, Local Motors head of 
product development. “Instead of an 
exterior panel, you can make that a body 
structure to absorb a crash. You can 
make the part such that it absorbs impact, 
provides structure and accommodates 
aesthetic needs all in one part.”

And molds could easily be changed 
or created to generate new sheet metal 
parts. “The minute you want to change 
one feature on a mold, you’ve potentially 
caused a huge problem,” Fiechter says. 
“The value proposition is really that the 
technology is very dynamic and flexible.”

Instead of replacing existing mass 
production methods, 3D printing will 
enable a new level of customization 
for specialty vehicles. 3D printing can 
create very lightweight and strong 
constructs and geometries. However, 
the economies of scale simply aren’t 
there to make production of large 
numbers of metal parts feasible.

Toyota recently unveiled a concept 
vehicle called the uBox that includes a 
customizable, 3D-printed dashboard. 
The vehicle was created as part of 
a project with Clemson University’s 
International Center for Automotive 
Research in South Carolina to create 
a vehicle that was appealing to very 
young drivers. 

Continue reading at ABRN.
com/3Dparts. 

>> 3D PARTS, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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log into Liberty’s eService system to see if 

their vehicle has an open recall.

Only 42 percent of those surveyed 

prior to the Auto Recall Notification Ser-

vice’s rollout made an effort to check if 

their vehicle is subject to a recall, and 

this habit is more pronounced among 

the 18- to 24-year-old age group (51 per-

cent) than with the 55-plus baby boomer 

generation (37 percent).

“This recall notification program is a 

value-added service and unrelated to a 

customer’s coverage or premium. It is up 

to the customer to follow up and bring their 

vehicle to be repaired,” explains Lovell, and 

it is also unrelated to patronizing shops be-

longing to Liberty’s direct repair program 

(DRP), known as the Guaranteed Repair 

Network. “Customers may get their vehicles 

repaired at the shop of their choice; the ser-

vice is only designed to notify customers 

about safety-specific recalls.”

Remaining on the radar

Aimed at shop owners, J.D. Power’s new 

SafetyIQ system incorporates documen-

tation from the National Highway Traf-

fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to 

present daily online updates regarding 

vehicle recalls, technical service bulletins 

and driver-fi led complaints in a search-

able database covering make, model, 

year and component.

“With SafetyIQ, we’re bringing to-

gether critical information that has 

been buried within piles of data to 

help automotive professionals ana-

lyze trends and quickly access the in-

formation they need to improve vehicle 

safety,” says automotive segment Vice 

President Renee Stephens.

It allows you to spot trends, develop 

benchmarks versus your competition, 

and prioritize areas of focus, she adds. 

“The information is particularly valuable 

for data on vehicles over three years old, 

which typically receive the highest vol-

ume of complaints and may have fallen 

off the radar of manufacturers because 

they are no longer under warranty.”

“A key part of keeping customer cars 

well-maintained is making sure the re-

call repairs are up to date,” observes 

Vern Poyner, general manager at Carfax, 

which has collaborated with Dealer-

logix to produce an integrated version 

of myCarfax “so dealerships can identify 

more vehicles with open recalls in their 

service lanes. Service advisors writing up 

customer vehicles using the enhanced 

Dealerlogix system are automatically 

notified of open recalls on them, includ-

ing off-brand vehicles.”

“This integration automatically looks 

up open recalls and adds them to the ap-

pointment or repair order with zero effort 

on the part of the service advisor,” says 

Dealerlogix President Mark Brandon. 

Continue reading at ABRN.com/recall. 
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GOING BEYOND 
THE BOOKS

Accounting for paint and material (P&M) costs can mean dif-

ferent methods, reports or systems depending on who you are 

talking to. In the auto body repair business, everyone seems to 

know what P&M sales are, while the related costs — or costs of 

goods sold (CGS) — remain a bit more of a mystery. I pose that 

there are really two types of accounting for P&M costs.

One of my favorite old adages that warrants repeating is, “You 

can’t manage what you don’t measure.” So let’s begin by talk-

Paint & materials accounting is more than
just debits and credits.
JIM COMPTON // Contributing Editor

OPERATIONS // PAINT & MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
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ing about the first type of P&M account-

ing: the bookkeeping aspect. We want to 

manage P&M margins and since margins 

are the difference between sales and 

costs, we want to make sure our P&M 

costs are directly aligned with our P&M 

sales. P&M sales are fairly easy to figure 

out — on every RO there are subtotals on 

the bottom for the P&M sale. Let’s keep it 

simple and just use that.  

There are several systems or pro-

grams for calculating P&M sales, in-

cluding the default calculation of $xx.xx 

dollars for every refinish labor unit billed. 

Other systems and methods include 

Mitchell RMC (Refinish Material Calcu-

lator) Paintex, PMCLogic and others. But 

for this article, we are going to focus on 

the cost side.

Regardless of how you calculate P&M 

sales, you still end up with a number on 

each RO. Everything included in that 

P&M sale on the RO should have a cor-

responding cost. Likewise everything not 

included in the P&M sale needs to be ac-

counted for elsewhere.

So let’s start with your paint bill. Gen-

erally, shops purchase most of their paint 

and material from their jobber. With that 

assumption, we need to take all P&M 

costs billed by the jobber and post them 

to CGS against P&M sales. There are 

several methods; some may work better 

than others.

Method 1: Take all the purchases 

from the jobber and post those to CGS 

for P&M. One potential problem with 

this method is the assumption that ev-

erything is truly a P&M cost. It almost 

always never is!

Method 2: Have the jobber bill ev-

erything on separate accounts for better 

tracking — one for taxable and one for 

non-taxable. Potential problems include 

a) some states tax all purchases; b) some 

states have no sales tax; c) some states 

tax items differently than other states; 

and most importantly d) this method is 

based on each state’s taxation method 

and likely has only a little to do with the 

corresponding P&M sale.

Method 3: Have the jobber create 

several accounts or subaccounts and 

bill items by these divisions. For exam-

ple, typical subaccounts may include a 

liquid account (most likely almost all 

part of P&M cost) and an allied account 

(some of which is P&M cost and some 

of which isn’t). Often we see additional 

accounts set up for the Body and Detail 

departments. This is better than Method 

2, but we still may not have as accurate 

a system as we would like. We are often 

counting on the jobber staff, a counter 

person, sometimes a driver to make 

judgement calls on which account to bill 

something under. While the breakdown 

of paint and materials into categories or 

subaccounts makes this is a much bet-

ter method, and one that can be greatly 

improved with separate authorized stock 

lists for each account, this method limits 

what is purchased and also defines how 

to divide paint and materials. 

Method 4: Use the great tools pro-

vided to us by the paint manufacturers, 

including scale or mix reports. Since 

liquids make up between 60 percent 

and 70 percent of our P&M costs, we 

can fairly quickly calculate those non-

liquid costs and come up with a more 

accurate P&M cost. Great, right? Except 

a couple of quick notes: 1) Your paint 

staff needs to record everything on the 

scale, including clears, primers and 

sealers. This is the biggest potential for 

problems, despite what some believe. 

A large percentage of shops are not get-

ting everything mixed on the scale. Most 

systems allow for mixing some products 

for multiple ROs (clear and primer, for 

example) and may allow for the added 

entry of non-scale mixed products 

such as plastic adhesion promoter, GP 

solvents, etc. 2) These mixing systems 

don’t know about your specific pricing 

on paints, though several systems allow 

for this added calculation. You will also 

need to input your allied percentage, or 

accept the system defaults.

Method 5: Have the jobber (either on 

their own, or with available third-party 

help) create a list of all your purchases 

each month and break all items into 

several categories. First, break out every-

thing into two main categories 1) P&M 

CGS and 2) everything that is not part of 

P&M CGS.

While we are breaking the purchases 

into these two main categories, it may be 

very worthwhile to further divide these 

categories for better accounting and 

comparative analytics. This works best 

for multi-shop operators or shops work-

ing with their jobber, paint manufacturer 

or 20 group and performing financial 

comparisons. For example, separating 

color and comparing dollars and vol-

ume spent per RO or per refinish labor 

unit may provide great insights as why 

one particular shop’s P&M margins are 

better than another. We can make simi-

lar comparisons to other P&M costs such 

as masking, abrasives, etc. We may have 

one P&M CGS general ledger account, 

and that account may have several sub-

accounts with which management can 

drill down into in order to better control 

costs and manage P&M margins.

Whatever method you choose, you 

should now be able to come up with a 

CGS for your P&M sales. And if you stay 

consistent, you can track it, manage it 

and hopefully improve it. 

Be held accountable

The other type of P&M accounting is ac-

countability. For a lot of managers, ac-

countability is a great tool and system 

to manage both materials and people. 

Keeping track of material costs as noted 

above provides a benchmark to measure 

against. The first step that most take in ac-

countability is to track the costs with the 

person, team or department using the 

materials. Again, this works even better 

if you have some comparative data such 

as from your jobber, paint manufacturer 

or 20 group. If two team members doing 

similar work have substantially differ-
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ent cost profiles, two questions come to 

mind: 1) Is one team member over using 

materials? and 2) Is one team member 

skipping any required steps? Cheaper is 

not always better. 

Often we see shops trying to hold 

personnel accountable with measure-

ments of output — hours vs. dollars sold 

or hours vs. material costs. This can ob-

viously be done for both paint and body 

techs. Simple measurements such as 

dividing the material cost by the labor 

hours provide a good measurement of 

cost per hour. Comparing this value or 

KPI with other similar employees can 

help provide accountability.

These are great measurements and 

can be used prudently as motivational 

tools or as opportunities to address 

training, ,s long as the comparisons are 

for very similar work. Comparisons need 

to be fair and consideration may need to 

be given for different work performed.

With the rapid pace of change and the 

need to continue to improve P&M ac-

countability and performance, perhaps 

the least often used accountability — but 

perhaps deserving of consideration — is 

the accountability of procedures and 

facilities. There is a measurable differ-

ence in both material use and produc-

tivity when painting parts on the vehicle 

vs. painting parts off the vehicle. Over-

crowded shops loaded with vehicles not 

currently being worked on, such as those 

awaiting parts, approvals, etc., can tax the 

ability to move vehicles through the shop, 

tying up both space and time. Similarly, 

there is a measureable difference when a 

spray booth is well maintained and helps 

protect against dirt and imperfections or 

when SOPs are in place and followed so 

that, for example, every job needs the 

same number of coats of primer to be 

properly sanded or blocked.

Perhaps it is time to measure and hold 

accountable our procedures and facility 

as well as people and products. Before 

you make a significant change in proce-

dures for your facility, perform several 

measurements or KPIs. After making the 

changes, measure again. Hold the proce-

dure and the change accountable. If the 

results didn’t reflect the desired change 

or improvement, re-examine the change.

Accounting is more than just debits 

and credits; it is also accountability of 

people, productivity and procedures. 
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CREATE FLOW 
BY ELIMINATING 

WASTE

Strangely enough, you’ll probably never 

run into anyone at a lean manufactur-

ing conference named Tim Woods. If so, 

he’ll likely be the most glared-at guy in 

the room. Th at’s because “TIMWOODS” 

is an actual acronym for the eight most 

dreaded forms of waste in a production 

environment. They’re the key reasons 

for costly disruptions in your shop’s pro-

ductivity. Read on to determine if your 

operation is being victimized by any of 

these profi t busters.

Transportation: Eliminate 

movement, reduce waste

Transportation involves the movement 

of people, product and information. Th e 

more movement (the more that vehicle 

is pulled in and out of the shop, for in-

stance), the less effi  cient the process is, 

the more time is wasted and the higher 

the risk of mistakes occurring.  

In a traditional environment, that could 

mean frequent visits to the storeroom 

every time a part is needed. Once that part 

is located, it has to be moved to the respec-

tive job site. Or, when orders arrive, techs 

generally have to pull their own parts from 

a centralized material location and trans-

port those parts to their work stations.

In a process-centered environment, 

“kits” (or parts carts) are assembled and 

equipped with ALL parts, materials and 

detailed information (and even photos 

and voice recordings highlighting special 

instructions for the tech) for point-of-

use access. Because parts are mirror-

matched prior to joining the repair kit, 

the techs never have to wander the shop 

floor looking for missing components for 

the job or discover late in the game that 

they have a damaged or incorrect part.

The key to eliminating transport 

waste is to decrease unnecessary dis-

tance traveled by the tech in the repair 

of the vehicle, which greatly reduces the 

time required to get the job done right.

Inventory: Just in time or just 

in case?

Shops with an overstock of material and 

paint inventory take on substantially more 

risk than process-centered environments 

that order precisely what they need to 

complete the vehicle repair (or carry only 

a few days’ worth of inventory versus 

weeks or months in a traditional shop en-

ng

r
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vironment).  Besides tying up cash, excess 

inventory is a potential breeding ground 

for unconscious waste or even “leakage” 

that goes unnoticed because of the vol-

ume of stored products. Furthermore, an 

abundance of material on the shelf fosters 

a throw-away mentality, as team mem-

bers can always go to the inventory room 

or cabinet for replenishment.  

Implementing a just-in-time inven-

tory philosophy will greatly reduce cash 

burdens on the business and provide 

greater control over paint and material 

inventory. With that increased control, 

you’ll be better equipped to track usage 

measurements and accurately determine 

reorder frequency.

Inventory also relates to the volume of 

work you have on the property and the 

current capacity that you have at your 

facility. That optimal formula is actu-

ally pretty simple if you understand the 

average number of days it takes to get 

through your process, and the antici-

pated or desired delivery rate in dollars 

and cars. Efficient collision repair opera-

tions understand capacity and the opti-

mal number of cars and job sizes they 

can handle on a daily basis.  

Excess inventory dilutes the effort 

and attention required for each vehicle 

and repair. To illustrate, a lot filled with 

vehicles waiting to gain entrance into the 

shop plays havoc on the human psyche 

as team members push to keep up with 

demand. Further, the sheer amount of 

inventory needed on hand to address 

all those vehicles (and the space to store 

that inventory) will quickly drain an op-

eration’s cash flow.

So that surplus inventory situation 

isn’t doing anything to accelerate the 

delivery of cars (which are currently in 

process) to their owners. It’s actually 

slowing things down.

Knowing your shop’s daily capacity, 

and working to keep the right amount of 

work on the lot to fill that capacity is key. 

Anything over that capacity is waste and 

subsequently contributing to negative 

performance.

Motion: Is the team bending 

over backward to complete 

the repair?

In the proud, herculean environment of 

a collision repair shop, rarely does man-

agement hear complaints of stressed 

limbs, achy backs or bruised hands. But 

those little nuisances definitely impact 

performance. The constant bending, 

turning and contorting into tight spots 

— while working in often poorly lit work 

stations — will take a toll on output and 

quality, and can often lead to fatigue, 

stress, accidents and injuries.

This form of waste can be controlled 

by ensuring that repair kits are assem-

bled with point-of-use material and 

tooling, and that parts stands are eas-

ily accessed. Is the vehicle positioned 

properly or are techs crawling over 

(and under) it to work? Is there proper 

lighting in the shop and directed at the 

repair point?

An ergonomically correct work envi-

ronment will cut down on the number 

of tired, frustrated, beat up and accident-

prone members on your team.

Waiting: The leading cause of 

waste on the shop floor

You read that correctly. Any time a re-

pair job grinds to a halt, your perform-

ance is affected.  

There are so many reasons for waiting 

in this business, and that presents oppor-

tunities to improve the effectiveness of the 

operation. From poorly diagnosed initial 

assessments (“Wait, here’s another item 

that wasn’t on the original repair order”) 

and slow third-party response (“We’re 

still waiting for the approval”) to parts 

availability (“That re-order will take one 

to four days”) and workflow (“Just wait-

ing for someone to tell me what to work 

on next”), the act of waiting increases time 

and stress, contributes to communication 

breakdowns and adds costs to the job.

Every form of wait waste extends 

the cycle time of the repair. A process-

centered environment utilizes various 

forms of controls and a “first-time qual-

ity” mindset that provides an opportunity 

to decrease “wait” in the quest for a more 

optimal workflow.

Over-production: Biting off 

more than you can chew

In a traditional collision repair environ-

ment, individual workloads act inde-

pendently of each other, making it in-

creasingly difficult to deliver consistency 

in quality and on-time performance. The 

key to maintaining those workloads in 

traditional shops is to have enough ve-

hicles on hand to keep individual pay-

checks healthy and techs constantly 

working. Unfortunately, over-production 

doesn’t lead to continuous, predictable 

and dependable flow.

A prime example is producing body 

repairs at a greater rate than a shop is 

able to accommodate on the refinish 

side. Continuing to produce and allow 

cars to stack up behind the booth in-

creases internal inventory while doing 

little or nothing to increase the pace of 

delivery if that downstream operation 

has limited and finite capacity.

Over-processing: Know when 

to say when

Are your techs wasting time disassem-

bling a total loss? Are they sanding and 

buffing the whole panel flat when all that 

is needed is to address small nibs and 

imperfections to match factory texture?

Over-processing means going need-

lessly beyond manufacturer standards 

in the repair process. This requires more 

time, more material and more unneces-

sary costs. (In some cases, this can even 

devalue a car.)

Therefore, it’s vital to stay up to date 

on manufacturer guidelines, perform 

visual inspections and use sound judg-

ment to determine just how far to take 

the repair process.

Defects: Don’t ever look back

Defects, rework and supplements are 

words that make shop owners cringe.  

They stop the process and slow down 
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the repair. More importantly, they cut 

into the bottom line.

What do you have to do to guarantee 

that you never return to that previous 

step in the repair process? In a process-

centered environment, the answer be-

gins at the first point of customer contact 

in the assessment phase. Can they de-

scribe the incident in detail? Were there 

beverages in the car at the point of im-

pact? Did the vehicle hit a curb or pole?  

Collecting the proper information 

upfront — and validating work after 

each step in the process — will elimi-

nate defects downstream and begin to 

chip away at that costly “we budget for 

supplements” mentality. First-time qual-

ity and completeness in every step needs 

to be the overriding thought process.

Skill sets: Your team knows best

This form of waste often deals with the 

under-utilization of an individual’s skills, 

talents and intelligence throughout the 

process. It often addresses those situ-

ations where team members may be 

under-skilled or even unqualified for a 

particular task. But let’s take a deeper 

look and discuss the positive impact 

your frontline crew can have on your 

overall operation.

More traditional collision repair op-

erations are largely all about a “keep 

quiet and keep working” mentality — let 

the techs do their jobs and management 

will do its job. But we’ve come a long way 

to changing that mentality.

Process-centered environments work 

because they constantly rely on team 

members to consult on process improve-

ment. And the result of this involvement 

is some pretty innovative and creative so-

lutions to everyday processes that save 

money and time, improve quality and 

boost morale.

Involving your team members in the 

decision-making process is the best way 

to effectively utilize their skill sets and 

can dramatically improve your process.

Kick TIMWOODS out of your shop

Where do you see waste in your opera-

tion? If any of these waste streams sound 

familiar, the best thing to do is tackle just 

one area initially and see if the process 

downstream is impacted. Once you ex-

perience the positive results of eliminat-

ing waste in the process, you and your 

team will want to engage in a vigilant and 

ongoing “waste watch” to ensure that this 

process killer doesn’t show up again. 
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Get your staff to work as 
one cohesive team
Instead of working individually, get your staff to work collectively toward one goal

I
n a previous column (“Employee buy-in,” 

May 2016), I discussed how I was able to 

transition away from a flat-rate pay plan 

without losing a single technician in the 

process. The team-pay system we use is a 

bit different than the ones I hear about at many 

other shops, so I thought it might be helpful to 

share a few details in case you’re considering a 

similar change at your shop.

First, most shops that shift to a team-pay 

plan tend to have multiple teams within the 

shop. They might treat the body techs as one 

team, and the paint shop as another, or they 

might have multiple teams that each include 

some body and paint department staff.

I can see some value in that. But as a busi-

ness owner, I come back to sports analogies 

a lot, and for me, I want our shop running as 

one team, all with the same goal. A sports team 

might have an offense and a defense, but the 

points all go up on one scoreboard. Everyone 

is working toward the same thing.

So all our flagged hours go into one pot for 

the entire shop. When a car gets painted, a body 

tech is getting paid off that, and when a vehicle gets reas-

sembled, the paint department makes money, too.

How the money in that pool gets apportioned out to each 

employee is based on their clock hours and their skill level. 

Everyone has an hourly clock rate, and they receive that rate 

for every hour they are on the clock.

How much they receive above and beyond that is based on 

the efficiency of the whole shop, the whole team. If all employ-

ees combined for a pay period have a total of 1,000 clock hours, 

but the shop produces 1,500 flat-rate hours, then the shop was 

150 percent efficient, and everyone receives 1.5 times their 

clock rate for every clock hour they worked.

The beauty of the system is that we are not dependent on 

a single individual tied to a particular job. Employees in the 

shop are also able to pick out what they do best and what 

they enjoy doing. If a guy is great at doing mud-

work, then that can be what he ends up doing. 

Not all day every day, but that is the bulk of his 

job. Typically those guys don’t like R&I’ing parts 

or working on the frame rack. That’s left to guys 

who may not like doing mudwork. My fastest 

R&I guys can do that all day, without feeling like 

they need to pick up a side job now and then in 

order to make a good paycheck.

As I mentioned in the previous column, the 

results of the pay-plan change were pretty im-

mediate and dramatic. At one of our shops, for 

example, we were able to take a facility that 

everyone thought was basically maxed out at 

about $4 million in annual sales and actually 

easily produce $6 million out of it. My techs are 

working fewer hours, making more money and 

enjoying a better quality of life.

This system also fosters a culture of training. 

Our A-level techs realize that if they can help less-

experienced employees improve, they all make 

more money by increasing the shop’s overall ef-

ficiency. That leads to a mindset of, “The faster 

he knows what I know, the more hours we turn.”

I have to reiterate that all of this requires a high level of 

trust among your employees, management and ownership. 

My employees had to know that no matter what route we 

took with the pay plan, they could trust me. I remember once 

when one of my seasoned techs noticed a new hire who was  

meticulously keeping track of every hour he logged. It was 

great to hear my long-term employee tell the new guy, “You 

won’t do that for long. Ryan is going to treat you fairly. I’ve 

been here 10 years, and I’ve never been shorted once.”

That is what it’s all about for me. When my employees 

trust in me, trust in themselves and in each other, we can 

accomplish things that others simply cannot. 

THE COLLISION EXECUTIVE

A SPORTS TEAM 
MIGHT HAVE AN 
OFFENSE AND A 
DEFENSE, BUT 
THE POINTS ALL 
GO UP ON ONE 
SCOREBOARD. 
EVERYONE 
IS WORKING 
TOWARD THE 
SAME THING.

RYAN CROPPER owns Able Body Shops, with two locations 
in Anchorage, Alaska, as well as Total Truck Accessory Center. 
RCropper@ablebodyshop.com
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Develop a collection culture 
to ensure customer payment 
Getting your clients to pay for service when insurers won’t requires a plan

I
n last month’s column, “A new collision blueprint for pric-

ing and payment reform,” I suggested that shops, in order 

to remain profitable, will need to turn to customers for 

service payments when insurers aren’t footing the full 

bill. Let’s now take a look at how you can realistically 

implement this practice in your shop.

Avoiding collections requires that you get customers to pay 

their bills in full — at delivery, when possible. That 

means your staff must be assertive when discuss-

ing balances with customers. It must be recog-

nized that adopting and committing to this new 

policy could be a significant challenge in some col-

lision centers and not be an acceptable practice, 

if a business chooses to maintain its current DRP 

insurance contracts. 

As another example, a collision center serving 

a town of 10,000 will inevitably encounter custom-

ers in their daily life outside of work. It can be dif-

ficult to speak frankly with customers who don’t 

pay and worry about the awkward interactions 

that might occur later, for example, at the grocery 

store or at our children’s school. Nevertheless, 

since you have invested time, money and effort into 

the quality of repair you provide, it’s only reasonable 

to expect your customers to recognize and meet their financial 

obligations to you.

Making this concept part of your office’s “collection cul-

ture” is crucial. Consider tasking a dedicated employee — a 

customer billing rep — as the designated informant on such 

matters. Customers appreciate having someone on their side 

and knowing ahead of time what they’ll owe at delivery. Being 

proactive and using effective communication may take extra 

foresight and preparation, but they are changes that will reap 

improvements quickly.

Receiving proper payment for repairs at the time of delivery 

requires that your staff know the actual amount of any differ-

ences owed, including knowing that your labor rates are based 

on your actual costs, correct material charges and sublet mark-

ups. This helps them communicate information effectively. 

Again, these differences should be communicated to your cus-

tomers as early as possible in the process, not at vehicle deliv-

ery. After doing a proper analysis of all your business costs, you 

decide what you should charge for all labor and work performed 

at your collision center, not the insurance company. Follow the 

steps outlined below to communicate ahead of time exactly 

what the customer will owe on their vehicle delivery date.

At the end of the estimate appointment and again at ve-

hicle drop-off, assertively inform your customer 

of the necessary payment required at delivery. 

Be sure to inform your customers of your of-

fice financial policy. Explain to them that it is 

their responsibility to pay for what their insur-

ance company will not cover. Train your staff to 

answer appropriately any customer responses 

they may encounter. Check out the sample cus-

tomer collection scripts on page 26 for sugges-

tions on how to handle customers and common 

refusals of payment.

If a customer cannot pay at your shop at de-

livery, you might want to consider establishing 

your own internal collections policy and have 

them sign a promissory note. Collections should 

involve more than just sending the customer one 

or two statements per month. If a customer fails to 

pay their balance in a reasonable and pre-agreed amount of 

time — for example, three months — begin your follow-up with 

a mailing. This should be a statement and a call from your staff. 

Scripts should be used on these calls. Be firm but to the point: 

request payment and even consider offering to set the customer 

up on a new longer and lower amount payment plan. In the 

event that this doesn’t work after two more months have passed, 

follow up for the next few months with both phone calls and 

warning letters, which outline the fact and notify the customer 

if their account is going to a collections agency.

At that point, you have the option to write off small balances 

as losses, which can be an advisable choice in some cases. Medi-

cal billing offices report that they have to request their fees while 

patients are still at the office because bills sent later typically 

recover only about half of what a practice is owed. 

According to Reed Melis, an accounting and tax business 

THE PROFIT MOTIVE

BEING PROACTIVE 
AND USING 
EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION 
MAY TAKE EXTRA 
FORESIGHT AND 
PREPARATION, 
BUT WILL REAP 
IMPROVEMENTS 
QUICKLY.
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specialist at Paar, Melis & Associates, 

“By recording sales at full retail, it shows 

what the true opportunity cost the work 

order has. Writing off the uncollected 

portion as an expense that can be mea-

sured gives the business owner the true 

lost opportunity. The gross revenue of 

the business reflects the total of what 

should have come in the door. This may 

be favorable to both a buyer of the busi-

ness as well as the bank, since they may 

see the potential.”

Rodney Vance, a long-time industry 

veteran with a degree in accounting, 

states, “There is a tax benefit to writing 

off your uncollected accounts receiv-

ables. First you make an expense line 

item and secondly, you deduct that 

amount from your taxable income. Any 

portion of money not collected can be 

written off, as well as the money spent 

collecting any debt.” If you decide to 

move into debt recovery with an out-

side company, make sure to use a 

trusted, vetted agency. Before signing 

any contract, ensure during sign-up 

that they know exactly how you’d like 

your accounts to be handled. It may 

never be possible for your shop to col-

lect 100 percent of what you’re owed 

from customers — but implementing 

firm payment policies could be the best 

way to avoid marginal profit issues in 

your business. 

Insurance industry “short pays” are 

going to increase in the future. Simply put, 

without long-term reforms that improve 

revenues, collision centers will increas-

ingly be forced to choose between reduc-

ing the quality of repair or shifting costs to 

consumers. Tighten up your processes for 

the benefit of your cash flow. 

JIM YOUNG is an ATI collision coach and 
creator of the iTechnician and iPainter apps 
for the industry. 
jyoung@autotraining.net

 Customer: “I didn’t know I 
owed this.”

Response: “We call all customers 
with balances and inform them of 
their obligation. We called you on 
_______. The collision center has 
performed a service and should be 
paid for it.”
Customer: “I don’t have any money 
with me.”
Response: “We accept all major 
credit and debit cards. We require 
customers to pay for the services 
the day we deliver the fi nished 
vehicle, and did inform you of our 
company fi nancial policy. Would 
you like to make the payment or 
would you like us to reset your 
payment plan to a lower monthly 
payment?”

SAMPLE SCRIPTS

GO TO INNOVATIVETOOLS.COM TO FIND A DISTRIBUTOR 

AND SEE HOW WE CAN MAKE YOUR SHOP MORE EFFICIENT

<  INNOVATIVE  

BODYMAN 

CART 

Part # MCBM

<  INNOVATIVE  

PAINT PREP CART 

WITH MASKER 

Part # MC-WM

INNOVATIVE MATERIAL CARTS

1.866.438.4884

>  Organizes all materials in  

one convenient location. No 

more partially used tubes 

laying around

>  Open wire design allows for 

an easy inventory count at a 

quick glance

>  Eliminate wasted trips to 

the supply room. Keep 

technicians on the job–save 

time and money

> Monitor and track materials 

used by each technician

> By keeping the partially used 

tube in the front and full backup 

behind it, you never run out of 

material at a critical time
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JAMES E. GUYETTE  // Contributing Editor

A willingness to take a chance on trying out innovative 

repair techniques, including early adoption of robotics, 

has culminated in an inventive level of effi  ciencies at North Da-

kota’s Rydell Collision Center.

“We are very fortunate to work for a company that wants 

and expects us to always look at ways of improving our pro-

cess,” says body shop manager Randy Sattler. “They under-

stand that some things will work and some won’t, but you 

won’t know until you try.”

Located at the flagship Rydell GM Auto Center in Grand 

Forks, N.D., the shop is considered the “mother store” of a vast 

Rydell Corp. network of nearly 80 independently owned deal-

erships, including their affiliated body shops, throughout the 

Western United States. 

Founded in 1954 by Leonard Rydell, second-generation 

owner Wes Rydell “was born into this business,” and since taking 

the helm in 1976, has consistently implemented the latest in tech-

nological innovations and management strategies to produce a 

pattern of  “continuous work flow” throughout the operation. The 

same philosophy is being carried forward by Brian Rydell as he 

assumes a third-generation family ownership role.

Sattler views Wes Rydell as an important mentor because he 

displays “the patience and insight to know that we would need 

to fail in order to learn what we would need to do” for achieving 

top-of-the-line KPIs.

Sattler also has high praise for company Executive Manager 

Greg Sorum. “Greg was typically the day-to-day guy who kept 

us focused and on-path. When things didn’t go as planned, he 

was typically the guy that held my hand and really explained to 

me what ‘fail hard, fail early’ really meant. Greg was there many 

times to keep the ship righted and moving in the right direction.”

An attention-catching fail arose during the shop’s attempt to  

implement new processes. Upon approaching a veteran techni-

cian at quitting time, Sattler was politely informed that the staff 

had determined that the announced innovations were doomed 

to fail because the workers were never told why they were being 

introduced or how the technicians would benefit.

“We did not include them in any way during the development 

or discussion of the new process,” Sattler ruefully recounts. “We 

learned that we failed before we even really started by not including 

the people that are touched, involved or affected by a process.”

The incident reinforced the value of clearly consulting, com-

municating and seeking reactions when changes are being con-

templated   — a situation that management promptly remedied.

“We are truly grateful and appreciative of all our employees. 

Without them none of this would have happened,” says Sattler. 

“Many times the employees do not get the recognition they de-

serve, for they are the ones who actually do the work.”

Theory of constraints

Th is genius being implemented at the shop originated with 

the work of the late Eliyahu M. Goldratt, an Israeli physicist 

Innovative repairers
Visionary ownership produces top KPIs and continuous work flow

$950
Average repair order

130
Number of 
customer vehicles 
repaired per week

$5.9 
million 
Annual gross 
revenue

Wes 
Rydell 
& Brian 
Rydell
Owners

1
Number of shops

62
Years in business

35
No. of employees

24,000
Total square foot-
age of shops

22
No. of bays

4.7
Average cycle time

RYDELL COLLISION CENTER 
Grand Forks, N.D. // www.rydellcars.com
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and business management guru who 

pioneered the “Theory of Constraints” 

paradigm that seeks to indentify and 

rectify “variables” that can cause pro-

duction inefficiencies.

Rydell and Sattler sat down and “dis-

cussed page-by-page” a 2006 Goldratt 

paper entitled Standing on the Shoulders 

of Giants to glean insights that could be 

utilized in collision repair. “My work life 

has been changed ever since that meet-

ing,” says Sattler.

Another important development 

came via a visit with the Colorado-based 

Repair Plan Network, formed in 2008 to 

assist independent body shops compet-

ing against MSOs. It resulted in engaging 

the services of Bodyshop Revolution, a 

British consultancy that specializes in 

applying Theory of Constraints con-

cepts to the collision industry.

A Rydell Collision Center upgrade in 

late 2014 included “tons of training” for 

a revamping of shop procedures along 

with modernized electrical circuits and 

gas lines — plus one of the first American 

installations of a robotic catalytic infrared 

paint-drying system.

Although the overall investment 

amounted to $500,000, Sattler advises 

his industry colleagues to avoid being 

“scared off” by such a large figure. Focus 

instead on altering your shop’s processes 

within your existing building.

At Rydell, five robotic units are in place, 

and the actual drying time for both paint 

and body filler now takes just one to two 

minutes — however long it takes the ro-

botic arms to sweep over the targeted area. 

“We have reduced our average paint booth 

cycle to 45 minutes per vehicle. Once it 

goes through the paint booth, it’s back at 

the technician’s stall.” Watching paint dry 

and other delays typical of body shop op-

erations have been significantly slashed.

“We’ve taken all of the variability out 

of the paint side, but it’s less to do with 

the paint-drying robots and more to do 

with the process” taking place at each of 

the assorted stations within the shop.

Bits and pieces

Twenty-six vehicles are addressed each 

day at Rydell’s amid an average cycle 

time of 4.7 days and a 4.9-hour daily 

touch time rate. 

“We’re very good at monitoring and 

paying attention to operational innova-

tions. We’re looking at all the ways to 

eliminate wait time from the time that 

the car hits the floor,” says Sattler. “We 

monitor the ‘flow’ of every car that is 

released for repair. If there is a stoppage 

of that repair, we try to determine the 

‘why.’ Continuous work flow of every car 

released to the floor is an extremely im-

portant goal for us.”

The 20 technicians are treated like 

“customers” of the estimators as vehicles 
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are readied for repair. “If our estimating 

process causes our technicians to stop 

working on a repair because we missed 

parts, damage, etc., we address those 

situations the same as a situation with a 

customer where we failed at having them 

100 percent satisfied with our repair.”

A similar mindset is applied to man-

aging insurer relationships. “We under-

stand that on every insurance claim 

there are two customers involved in the 

repair process, the owner of the vehicle 

and the customer who is paying for the 

repair. It is our job to make sure that the 

customer’s Level of Expectation, is at the 

insurance company’s Level of Reality,” 

Sattler says.

“We all know that many times the 

customer’s expectations are not the same 

as the reality of the insurance company. 

This is how we know we can improve 

and impact the customer’s satisfaction 

with us and also the insurance company. 

Our goals are the same as the insurance 

company’s — 100 percent satisfied cus-

tomers that will recommend us to their 

family and friends.”

Realistic expectations

The expansiveness of the Rydell dealer-

ship network facilitates near-routine use 

of OEM components. OEM versus after-

market price-matching is conducted on 

about 75 percent of the orders, which re-

sults in a preponderance of OEM prod-

ucts. A given part’s quality is taken into 

account as well. “We’ve learned over time 

that rather than trying to fit an aftermar-

ket hood it’s better to use an OEM hood 

even if it’s more expensive.”

Closely coordinating with vendors is 

another effective method for reducing 

variables. “When we decide to change a 

part of our process, they are asked to be 

a part of the discussion so we all have the 

same expectations,” says Sattler.

“We do not have the luxuries of met-

ropolitan areas and multiple opportu-

nities for many vendors. We need to 

have realistic expectations of our ven-

dors, and treat them the same way that 

we expect them to treat us. They are a 

bloodline to our business, and we can-

not survive with out them.”

As you might expect, the shop has 

become a showcase of innovative tech-

nologies and management strategies, dis-

cussing lessons-learned experiences with 

the other Rydell dealership body shops to 

use as they see fit.

“Planning for success in the future is 

very important. We are learning every 

day how we can improve and get better,” 

he says. 

JAMES E. GUYETTE is a 
long-time contributor to ABRN, 
Aftermarket Business World 
and Motor Age magazines. 
jimguyette2004@yahoo.com
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SUPPORTERS

COMMITMENT TO TRAINING

Implement the best approach to 

ensure body shop profitability
CONDUCT A SHOP IMPACT ASSESSMENT

LEROY RUSH // Contributing Editor

D
o you ever wish there were 

collision experts who would 

come to your shop and help 

optimize your operations? 

Or, consultants available to assess your 

processes and identify what’s holding 

your shop back from even higher revenue 

or profi ts? How about a partner to spend 

time in your front offi  ce and on your shop 

fl oor and help you implement change to 

take your business to the next level? If you 

have thoughts like these, you should con-

sider a complete audit of all the functional 

areas of your business through a formal-

ized shop impact assessment. 

A collision repair shop impact as-

sessment is a detailed, onsite review of 

operational processes and procedures of 

all the functional areas of your business 

from your front office procedures and 

estimating process; to damage analysis 

and parts department operations; to 

paint and materials utilization. 

How does it work?

A shop impact assessment is a multi-day 

comprehensive review of the operational 

processes and proce-

dures used in your shop 

— a wellness check-up 

for your business. This 

will arm you with the 

information needed to 

remain competitive. To 

meet today’s demands 

of cycle time, on-time 

delivery, increased qual-

ity and the many other 

KPIs, you need to have 

an accurate assessment 

of where you are today 

and the opportunities 

for tomorrow.

An impact assessment will ensure 

the continued health and growth of your 

business and its ability to meet customer, 

insurance and financial performance ex-

pectations now and in the future.  This is 

where trained consultants work closely 

with your shop to analyze its operations 

and procedures, benchmarking them 

against “real world” and “industry best” 

processes and procedures of the top col-

lision operators in North America.  

Collision experts can make observa-

tions and identify inefficiencies in your 

current system. These observations are 

analyzed for opportunities, and then 

recommendations are made for areas of 

improvement. An action plan for imple-

mentation can be developed with the 

help of your respective paint supplier 

and other key vendors. 

Why does it work?

Consultants will spend a lot of time on 

your production fl oor, where they’ll ob-

serve and discover challenges you might 

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 38

LEROY RUSH (RIGHT) WORKS WITH Sherwin-Williams Au-
tomotive Finishes shop clients to perform an impact assessment.
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SOCIAL INSIGHTS
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COLLISION AVOIDANCE TECHNOLOGIES 
POSE NEW SERVICE CHALLENGES
“There are so many operating systems 
on cars today and they are constantly 
evolving to a point where it is almost 
impossible to learn every system on every 
year,” says contributor John Anello. “I fi nd 
the best way is to build a good foundation 
on how computer systems work and then 
crash course new systems as they come 
your way.” Find more tips for tackling 
these new collision avoidance sys-
tems at ABRN.com/systemtackle

WHEN TO USE EPOXY, DTM PRIMERS 
TO ENSURE A HIGH-QUALITY REPAIR
Epoxy and Direct-To-Metal Primers 
(DTMs) can serve an important role in the 
repair shop by helping to prevent corrosion 
and promote bonding of materials. They 
deter corrosion by sealing the metal and 
protecting it from corrosive elements. 

Look at when these primers should be 
used and how to apply them at 
ABRN.com/epoxy

CARSTAR DEVELOPS SOPS FOR 
ADMINISTRATION, PRODUCTION
Staff must not only know their duties, 
but also the order in which they should 
be tackled. Once you’ve created an 

established list of position tasks for each 
employee, the tasks can be identifi ed 
from most to least important, with those 
that impact customers directly having the 
highest priority. Take these steps to en-
sure you are keeping your employees 
accountable: ABRN.com/carstarsops

ARE YOU GUILTY OF BELIEVING ANY OF 
THESE COLLISION REPAIR MYTHS?
In this article, ABRN Contributing Technical 
Editor Larry Montanez breaks down the 
collision repair shop into departments 
and dispels the more common myths and 
misinformation. These myths emphasize 
how important training and education are 
to both our business plans and our futures. 
Keep reading to fi nd out more about 
what’s myth and what’s reality at 
ABRN.com/mythvsreality

OVERCOME SLOT TAB REPAIR 
CHALLENGES WITH EXPERT TIPS
Plastic repairs require orderly, methodi-
cal steps and it’s vital to follow the steps 
carefully and be familiar with the adhesive 
directions for use. It becomes even more 
challenging when you’re repairing small, 
fl imsy “slot tabs” that snap into a bracket 
to secure the bumper to a vehicle. See the 
steps you should take to repair these 
tabs effectively at ABRN.com/slottabs
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ABRN.COM/recalibration

The importance of proper 

sensor recalibration
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>> CONTINUES FROM PAGE 34

not see in just a walkthrough. What’s im-

portant here is someone coming from the 

outside with a fresh, completely diff erent 

perspective. Because consultants work 

with so many shops, they can make valu-

able insights on best industry practices.

At the end of the executive summary, 

your consultants will provide a custom-

ized action plan to implement positive 

change. It kind of goes like this, “This is 

what we’ve observed, this is what we rec-

ommend, and this is the action plan to 

implement those process improvements 

for your business.”

Why look at the overall 

process within a shop?

All collision repair shops are NOT the 

same; however, most have similari-

ties when it comes to productivity and 

profi tability, and even the top shops are 

no different when it comes to analyz-

ing their business and overall process. 

Th ese steps include:

r� �'JOBODJBM�DPOUSPM� �� UP�NBLF�TVSF�B�

profit is made from the work performed

r� �0QFSBUJPOBM�FGGJDJFODZ���UP�GSFF�VQ�DB�

pacity in order to do more work

r� �#VTJOFTT�EFWFMPQNFOU���UP�JODSFBTF�

market share

Oftentimes, it’s all about productivity 

and labor — the throughput. No matter 

how well any shop is doing, everyone 

can improve. Shops often see almost an 

immediate 5 percent to 20 percent profit 

increase just by process improvement 

and more efficient paint booth utilization.  

Do these work in the 

“real world?”

A weeklong, onsite impact assessment 

sealed the lean deal for Collision King in 

Lubbock, Texas with paint manufacturer 

and supplier Sherwin-Williams. Th e fol-

lowing are some observations noted by 

the shop’s owner.

“Th ey brought in a full team of consult-

ing personnel, so we had very good sup-

port,” says Steven Tisdale, owner of the 

$12 million-plus collision repair facility.

“Getting the work into the shop has 

never been our problem — it was getting 

it all out; but after the consultant came 

in and analyzed everything, we’ve gone 

from a six-day cycle time down to fi ve; 

we’ve immediately reduced a whole day,” 

he says. “The biggest area of improve-

ment was damage analysis and parts cor-

rectness. Now, our medium and heavy 

hits have their own parts cart that wheels 

along throughout the job. Under the tra-

ditional model, we used to house those 

back in the parts department, the fl oor 

space of stalls or even just in the car.” 

“With the impact assessment, we don’t 

have ‘Cracker Jack’ moments anymore,” 

notes Tisdale, referring to the situation 

where ‘you open the box and get a sur-

prise’ with wrong or broken parts deliv-

ered. “Our ordering process is now more 

accurate and each shipment is inspected. 

No longer are they leaving — and we ac-

cept! — a left headlamp when a right head-

lamp is the intended purchase.”

i'PS�FYBNQMF�XF�SF�QIZTJDBMMZ�QVUUJOH�

eyes and hands on every part we get 

within two hours, and we match it with 

the old part,” he says. “We’ve fi ne-tuned 

our repair process with the support of 

all our vendors to achieve better results. 

Our rigorous, new process ensures that 

every aspect of the customer’s repair job 

is performed to the highest standard of 

quality, and it’s backed by partnership 

and training with our vendors.” 

“We also observed that this program 

wasn’t presented to us as a ‘one size 

fits all in the real world.’ We said we 

needed a program that connected all 

the dots for a complete lean approach 

and this was possible with the impact 

assessment’s custom-fi t operational ap-

proach. What then impressed us was the 

impact assessment created for us met 

our specific site requirements; that’s 

for a 26,000 square-foot, 32-bay, seven-

building facility, and the more than 100 

customer vehicles we repair each week. 

And fi nally, we were really impressed 

that the program was designed as a tac-

tical, shop-level approach to overall lean 

production and implementation by col-

lision operators for collision operators.”

“We still have room for improvement 

and we continue to learn every day. And 

with Sherwin-Williams’ continued sup-

port, we want to continue to improve 

and get better.”

The takeaway

Similar to Collision King, there are many 

other success stories of consultants 

identifying ways to make shops more 

effi  cient and profi table. Most impact as-

sessments are custom designed to iden-

tify what is holding your collision repair 

facility back or preventing you from 

reaching the next level of performance. 

Upon completion and implementation 

of the program, most shops see immedi-

ate and positive results, including:

r��4UBOEBSEJ[FE�QSPDFTT�BOE�QSPDFEVSFT

r��*NQSPWFE�XPSL�GMPX�BOE�DZDMF�UJNF

r��&MJNJOBUFE�XBTUF�JO�NVMUJQMF�TIPQ�BSFBT

r��*ODSFBTFE�SFWFOVF�BOE�QSPGJUBCJMJUZ

r��&YDFFEJOH�JOTVSFS�FYQFDUBUJPOT

See if your paint supplier provides a 

customized, step-by-step optimization 

and action plan to address areas of op-

portunity and partner with you to help 

implement positive change. These tan-

gible results will help you reduce cycle 

time, improve on-time delivery and re-

pair quality, and increase revenue and 

profitability. All this while exceeding the 

expectations of your customers and in-

surance partners. 

LEROY RUSH is the 
manager of business 
consulting services with 
Sherwin-Williams Automotive 
Finishes.    
leroy.v.rush@sherwin.com
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SPOT WELDER

TECHNICAL // TRAINING

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A

TIPS AND INSIGHT TO FIND 
THE BEST SPOT WELDER 
FOR YOUR SHOP’S NEEDS
JEFF COPPES // 

Contributing Editor

W
hen my dad purchased 

his fi rst personal com-

puter, I remember him 

saying, “It has a one-

megabyte hard drive, more storage than 

I will ever need.” Now, we routinely send 

media text messages from our phones 

much larger than that. While changes in 

computer technology are extreme, simi-

larly changes in the automotive industry 

are not far behind. Th e breakthroughs in 

building vehicles lighter, more fuel ef-

fi cient and safer means a whole host of 

changes for the body shop. Just as that 

old PC cannot keep up today, expect-

ing your old spot welder to safely repair 

newer vehicles is also unrealistic. So 

what has changed and how does that af-

fect the purchase of a new Squeeze Type 

Resistance Spot Welder (STRSW)?    

The basics of resistance spot welding 

have not changed from Elihu Thomp-

son’s original discovery in 1885. When 

electric current runs through metal 

sheets that are tightly clamped together, 

the inherent resistance to that flow gen-

erates heat and creates the weld. The 

combination of these welding param-

eters — welding current, weld time and 

squeeze pressure — creates a molten 

pool that forms the weld nugget. 

With regard to welding parameters, 

one might assume more is always bet-

ter, right? Actually, that is not the case. 

First, consider welding current. Too little 

current results in no fusion, while too 

much will overheat newer steels, taking 

the strength out of the weld. Second, con-

sider squeeze pressure. 

Limited pressure will have sparks 

A CTR7 spot welder

PHOTO CREDIT: CAR-O-LINER
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flying everywhere (expulsion); however, 

too much can limit the size of the weld 

nugget and excessive pressure reduces 

resistance, meaning less heat generated. 

Third, consider weld time. The time and 

current work together to create the right 

amount of energy. If you have too little or 

too much energy, the weld suffers. That 

total amount of energy varies depending 

on the thickness and type of material. 

The three parameters must be combined 

correctly to create a proper weld. So how 

do we know the right combination? 

Welders can learn through practice and 

experience, and also get some added 

assistance from a smart welder.

What makes a welder a “smart 

welder?” At its simplest, we can think of 

it as fully automatic versus manually set-

ting the weld parameters.

r��.BOVBM�m�5SBEJUJPOBM�XFMEFST�IBWF�

just two dials. The technician sets the 

welding current and weld duration them-

selves. Without exact information from 

UIF�0&.�UIF�UFDIOJDJBO�NVTU�QFSGPSN�

sample welds and destroy them until 

they find the correct settings for the ma-

terial they are welding. 

r��4FNJ�BVUPNBUJD�m�5FTUJOH�JT�EPOF�

and parameters are built into the welder. 

The technician determines minimal in-

formation, usually the material type and 

thickness, and the welder sets the actual 

parameters. 

r� � 'VMMZ�BVUPNBUJD�m� "T�QBSU�PG� UIF�

weld process, the spot welder deter-

mines the material type and thickness 

itself, then sets all of the parameters for 

the technician. Thus the concept of “Pull 

the trigger and weld.”

In practice, this means when welding 

a B-Pillar, the smart welder self-adjusts 

every time the stack up changes. With-

out this technology, the technician must 

recognize the change and set the welder 

manually for the new conditions. 

Setting the parameters up front can 

be limiting. How are you certain the 

welder did what it was supposed to 

do? Just like heat can be a problem at 

the weld, similarly heat builds up in the 

shop electrical system and the machine 

itself. That heat then steals energy that 

is supposed to go into the work pieces. 

Advanced machines monitor and adjust 

throughout the weld cycle to ensure the 

amount of energy needed at the tips is 

actually delivered. The system then 

provides feedback on the results of the 

weld. That feedback can be as simple as 

red and green LEDs or a full display of 

UIF�BDUVBM�NFBTVSFNFOUT��.BOZ�OFXFS�

welders capture this information, log-

ging details about the weld, settings 

used, results, weld location, etc., then 

generating a report to accompany the 

repair paperwork.

“Smart” controls offer advanced fea-

tures in addition to initially setting the 

parameters. Features vary by equipment 

manufacturer, but some of the potential 

tasks include:

r��$IFDLJOH�UIF�XFMEFS�TUBUVT�QSJPS�UP�

welding. Are the electrode tips too dirty 

to create a good weld? Do you have the 

proper gap? 

r��3FDPHOJ[JOH�NBUFSJBM�CFUXFFO�UIF�

layers and adjusting accordingly. Simply 

put, resistance spot welders are creating 

an electrical circuit. If there is no con-

nection, there can be no weld. Connec-

tion barriers, such as heavy E-coatings, 

waste energy meant to create the weld 

to establish the connection. Smart weld-

ers, however, recognize this situation and 

add a pre-pulse to the weld. Typically this 

is a fixed amount of current and time. 

.PSF�BEWBODFE�NPEFMT�BDUVBMMZ�EFUFS-

mine when the contamination has been 

burned through before starting the weld, 

ensuring all of the energy from the weld 

goes into forming the nugget. This will be 

critical as structural adhesives and repair 

procedures calling for weld bonding con-

tinue to increase. 

r� �3FDPHOJ[JOH�B�TIVOU��-JLF�XBUFS�

electricity takes the path of least resis-

tance. In spot welding that means some 

of the current will flow through the pre-

vious spot weld rather than directly be-

tween the electrodes. While this helps 

establish the connection, it also means 

energy is stolen from forming the nugget. 

Some systems recognize when a shunt is 

drawing power away from the weld, add-

ing extra energy to compensate, ensuring 

the quality of the second weld.

It’s also important to consider how 

heat affects new metals. To create high 

strength (HSS) and ultra-high strength 

steels (UHSS), special processes trap 

extra carbon in the molecules. When 

repairing the vehicle, if the heating and 

cooling are not controlled properly, car-

bon escapes, converting even the UHSS 

back to mild steel. Changes in the char-

acteristics of the metal mean it will not 

react as designed in a collision. 

TRAIN ING

ELIHU THOMPSON welding patent

A SPOT-WELD cross section

CTR7 MMI showing weld results
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When talking about any type of 

welder, one of the key questions is “how 

many amps?” How much welding cur-

SFOU�EPFT�JU�HFOFSBUF�BU�UIF�UJQT �.PTU�

spot welders these days use inverters 

and require three-phase power. They are 

DPOWFSUJOH�UIF�JODPNJOH����)[�"$�.BJO�

to a DC wave at higher frequencies up to 

10,000 Hz. This means they apply the en-

ergy much quicker and more efficiently; 

instead of getting peak current 120 times 

a second, they are hitting it 10,000 times 

a second for virtually constant power. 

To apply the same amount of energy 

on single phase, you would have to dra-

matically lengthen the weld time. That is 

more time for heat to dissipate out into 

the surrounding steel and a greater risk 

of destroying its strength.

While considering heat, it is worth 

mentioning the types of cooling systems:  

air cooled, liquid cooled or a combina-

tion. Air-cooled units rely on internal fans 

and shop air blowing on the cables and 

electronics to cool, while liquid-cooled 

welders use a coolant circulation system. 

Ideally, the welder needs to be cooled 

everywhere heat is generated. Starting 

at the weld, electrode caps bring cool-

ant to the back side of the weld. Cables, 

transformer and power modules all gen-

erate heat and therefore require cooling 

as well. Verify what is being cooled and 

how. Consider the size of the coolant 

tank and whether the liquid is actively 

cooled. It will take much longer to heat 

up 20 liters of coolant than it does 5 liters. 

The type of cooling determines the duty 

cycle you can expect, particularly with 

the higher current requirements.   

Spot welders can be broken into two 

main categories based upon the location 

of the transformer. On cable welders, the 

transformer is larger and located in the 

base. They have a smaller, lighter gun 

(welding tong) but require large copper 

cables to minimize loss of power, typi-

cally no longer than 8 feet. Trans-guns 

house the transformer in the gun itself. 

Because the transformer is located near 

the electrodes, it is much smaller and 

therefore the welding cables are smaller 

and longer, approximately 20 feet, offer-

ing the technician mobility without hav-

ing to constantly reposition the welder. 

Trans-gun welders are also more forgiv-

ing of poor shop power. There is a trad-

eoff though — trans-guns are usually 

heavier than cable guns. 

Another shift in the industry comes 

GSPN�JODSFBTJOH�0&.�QSPHSBN�SFRVJSF�

ments. In an effort to guarantee proper 

repairs, programs require shops to have 

DPSSFDU�UPPMT��4PNF�0&.T�UFTU�XFMEFST�

themselves and publish a list of approved 

FRVJQNFOU��0UIFS�0&.T�FTUBCMJTI�NJOJ�

mum specifications that the welder 

must meet. Honda recently published 

a requirement that STRSWs used on 

�����.1B�SFQBJS�QBSUT�IBWF�B�NJOJNVN�

welding current of 9000 Amps and 770lbf 

squeeze pressure. Consider the vehicles 

you commonly repair and the programs 

you work with when choosing a welder. 

Another major consideration is where 

you purchase the equipment. What can 

you expect for training and support? A 

body shop is a harsh environment for 

any type of electronic equipment. What 

resources are available if you have prob-

lems? You need a team you can rely upon 

just like your customers rely upon you. 

As the saying goes, “the only thing 

constant is change.” The automotive in-

dustry and repair procedures change for 

UIF�CFUUFS��.BLF�TVSF�UIF�FRVJQNFOU�ZPV�

rely upon is ready to keep up.  

JEFF COPPES, 
Car-O-Liner Joining & 
Welding, has focused on 
welding and joining systems 
for the past 10 years.  
jcoppes@car-o-liner.comA CTR12000 welder

SPOT WELDER gun comparison
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PAINT SHOP // TECHNICAL

THE POWER 
OF POWDER

I
f you’ve spent much time at car 

shows, at some point your gaze 

probably locked on a painted 

wheel or engine part. Muscular 

and colorful, tough and functional 

all at the same time, the fi nishes produced 

by powder coatings are truly remarkable, 

even in an industry where shops churn 

out dramatic paint jobs as part of their 

regular duties. Th ey also off er several sig-

nifi cant advantages over liquid coatings. 

Th ey’re environmentally safe since they’re 

solvent free and thus produce no VOCs. 

They provide significantly better trans-

fer effi  ciency and are extremely durable 

when correctly applied. 

So why aren’t powders part of your 

business? 

Odds are lack of demand plays the 

largest part. Powder coatings still lag in 

use behind liquid finishes since they aren’t 

appropriate for most traditional bodywork 

(more on this later). Also, offering custom 

work isn’t for every shop. But there still are 

plenty of reasons for you to familiarize 

yourself with this technology.

For one, auto manufacturers have 

increased their use of powder coatings. 

Eventually this could translate into after-

market possibilities, so you’ll want to be 

prepared. Powders also are popular with 

younger car enthusiasts who might be 

drawn to collision repairs. Considering the 

relatively limited labor pool the industry is 

struggling with, any path that might draw 

in new blood is worth looking into.

Finally, powder coatings are a rev-

enue-building opportunity, even if a 

limited one for most shops. These fin-

ishes currently are popular with the DIY 

crowd because they’re fairly inexpensive 

DRY COATINGS KEEP MAKING A CASE FOR A LARGER ROLE IN 
THE INDUSTRY AND PERHAPS YOUR SHOP
TIM SRAMCIK // Contributing Editor

POWDER COATINGS ARE solvent free 
and require a combination of magnetism and 
heat to be applied.

Photo Credit: European Coatings
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to apply — a typical investment would 

include a special baking oven and elec-

trostatic gun. These purchases are well 

within the means of most shops who also 

can offer something most DIYers can’t — 

professional experience and training. Hot 

rod and classic car enthusiasts (along 

with other customization fans) have 

proven willing to spend more on their 

hobby if they get a great value in return. 

That’s exactly what your shop and these 

finishes can supply. 

Here’s what you need to know about 

powder coatings.

Competing chemistries

Liquid and dry coatings differ chiefly in 

two areas: preparation and application. 

Those differences are tied to the unique 

chemistry of each finish type.

Liquids utilize water, solvent, low-

viscosity resins and various other raw 

materials whose job it is to make the new 

color coat adhere to the vehicle material. 

As the coating cures, the solvents and 

water evaporate on the substrate, hav-

ing no part in the final color or durability 

of the finish. 

Powder coatings are the products of 

color particles milled down to a specific 

size that can hold an electric charge long 

enough to land on a grounded part. It’s 

the same concept that causes a balloon 

to stick to a surface after static electricity 

is built up from friction.

Since liquids provide more adhesive 

properties, they’re far easier 

to apply. Preparation usually involves 

standard cleaning and sanding. Pow-

der coatings require far more prepara-

tion. Instead of drying, they must melt 

before fully curing — spreading over 

a surface as the coating adapts to the 

substrate. The melting process makes 

it difficult to create corrosion, adhesion 

and flexibility properties. These must be 

built during an extensive pretreatment 

process that can require multiple steps 

depending on the type and condition of 

the substrate material.

Sample preparation

The following is a standard 

powder coating preparation 

process from Powder Pro, a Bedford, 

Ma., coating facility:

Step 1: Use a degreasing product suit-

able for the material. Note that compa-

nies that sell powder coatings typically 

offer a full line of degreasing and other 

prep products.

Step 2:  Remove the old finish using an 

abrasive blasting process like sand, plas-

tic or glass-bead blasting based on the 

metal type and the finish to be removed. 

Plastic blast soft, thin or delicate metals. 

Sand- or glass-bead blast rust and harder 

metals, along with tough finishes. Be sure 

to thoroughly remove all of the old finish 

and rust, including any clearcoat.

Step 3: Dip the part into a chemical 

cleaner to remove any other contami-

nants and residue from previous coating 

processes. Once again, check with your 

vendor for the appropriate cleaner.

Step 4: Hang the part and prebake it 

in the oven at slightly higher tempera-

tures and slightly longer than the final 

powdered bake. Doing so produces 

“outgassing” — the expulsion of any gases 

remaining in the pores of the metal. This 

step is necessary to avoid any peeling, 

blistering or bubbling during the final 

powdered finish.

Step 5: Relocate the part and hang it 

in a spray booth as soon as it has cooled 

to prevent dust from becoming attached. 

Booths are ideally suited for this step 

since they’re electrically grounded. Dust 

PAINT SHOP

OFFERING POWDER COATINGS can be an effective way of attracting new employees and 
generating fresh revenue. 

POWDER 
COATINGS ARE 

APPLIED with 
electrostatic spray 
guns. Invest in one 

with adjustable 
Kilovolt settings 

to ensure the best 
transfer efficiency.
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can collect during cooling and inhibit 

adhesion while producing a noticeably 

substandard finish.

Application

Powder is applied using a combination of 

heat and energy that causes a metal part 

to attract powder like a magnet. An elec-

trostatic gun gives the powder a positive 

electric charge, which a grounded part 

draws to it. 

Guns differ from one manufacturer 

to another. Some professionals prefer 

models with adjustable KV (Kilovolts) 

settings. Adjustments allow painters to 

spray more accurately and with the ap-

propriate thickness. 

Higher KV settings, for example, 

provide better transfer efficiency; more 

powder adheres to the part instead 

of becoming over spray (which can 

be collected later and reused). Note, 

however, that higher settings may not 

be right for every job and can create 

a defect called back ionization that 

appears as tiny dimples.  

A lower KV is better for more complex 

parts, namely those with hard-to-reach 

areas such as sharp angles or deep re-

cesses referred to as Faraday areas. The 

professionals from Powder Coating: The 

Complete Guide recommend a 50KV set-

ting average for applying first coats on 

most parts. They also recommend the 

following application guidelines:

r��8IFO�IBWJOH�USPVCMF�HFUUJOH�QPX-

der into an area, reduce the KV. 

r� �8IFO�TQSBZJOH�B�TFDPOE�DPBU�BM-

ways turn the KV down to 20 or 30 to 

permit easier attraction between the 

powder and part.  

r� �$PNQMFUF�NPTU�QPXEFS�DPBUJOH�

jobs with the 25KV setting, and lower it 

to 15KV when spraying second coats or 

Faraday areas. 

r��#FGPSF�TQSBZJOH�FYBNJOF�UIF�QBSU�

and map out a course that will allow you 

to spray Faraday areas first and then move 

onto the flatter areas of 

the part. Keep in mind 

that as a part is covered 

in powder, a charge will 

build up, making the 

Faraday areas even more 

difficult to spray.  

r� �#FHJO�CZ�TQSBZJOH�

the powder coating away 

from the part until you 

create an even, non-sput-

tering cloud (this should 

only take a second or so). 

Next, move the gun to the 

part, keeping the trigger 

pressed while spraying 

until the entire part is covered fully. Try 

to achieve full coverage with a single 

pass. Spray with a slow, controlled mo-

tion throughout the part, maintaining a 

distance of 6 to 8 inches. 

r� �$POGJSN�UIBU�ZPV�IBWF�GVMM�DPWFS-

age by going over the whole part with a 

bright LED flashlight. Some painters pre-

fer to keep the flashlight pointed at the 

part during application. Doing so reveals 

any areas where bare metal may still be 

showing. Touch up these areas before 

curing the part. 

Curing

8IFO�UIF�QSPQFS�BNPVOU�PG�QPXEFS�IBT�

been applied, bake the part at about 375-

400 degrees for 15-20 minutes. This may 

take longer based on the oven model and 

powder, with some manufacturers rec-

ommending a full 30 minutes of baking. 

The extreme heat makes powder coating 

currently impractical for many parts, and 

traditional repairs, since it can damage 

rubber, plastic, electrical components 

and other materials and pieces.

Once the baking time ends, remove 

the part from the oven and allow it to 

cool. Professionals suggest performing 

an additional quality check. Using a Mil 

PARTS BEING POWDER COATED need to be stored in a booth after preheating to protect 
them from attracting dust.

POWDER COATINGS MUST CURE IN OVENS at tempera-
tures around 400 degrees F. This can make them impractical for 
traditional collision finishing.
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The most versatile prep station available today, the 

Mobile Work Station® is perfect for adding capacity 

and fl exibility, while maximizing your workspace and 

productivity.

This portable prep station provides a clean, enclosed 

area for prepping & limited high quality fi nishing 

anywhere in your shop —instantly.

• Certifi ed EPA 6H Compliant

• Runs on standard 110V power

• No ventilation or air make-up

• Reduces energy use

•  Keeps the air in your shop 
Clean and Clear of overspray

Shop-Pro Equipment Inc.  | www.shop-pro.com  |  1-800-242-6870

THE MOBILE WORK STATION
®



TECHNICAL

Thickness Gauge, check the coating thick-

ness over the entire part. Recommended 

mil thickness usually ranges between 2.0 

to 3.0 mils. If any section of the part falls 

below that range or exceeds it, you may 

need to consider re-coating the part. One 

of the downsides of powder coatings is 

that they can’t be touched up. Any re-dos 

have to be completely reworked.

Some practice will be necessary be-

fore your painters regularly produce the 

correct thickness. Have your employees 

produce a number of practice pieces 

they can measure afterwards to deter-

mine where they need to improve to 

deliver consistent results.

Final considerations

If applying powders feels like a good fit 

for your shop, there are some additional 

factors you’ll need to keep in mind. Per-

haps the most significant is adding a 

service that can affect schedules in your 

paint department. Prep workers prob-

ably will need to invest significant time. 

Booth time will need to be set aside. De-

pending on the amount of powder that 

doesn’t adhere during spraying, work-

ers also will have to invest work time 

in cleanup and recovering power for 

reuse. Even with the number of colors 

available, it can be challenging to match 

metallic colors.

In addition, if you perform a lot of 

powder services, you might see signifi-

cantly higher utility bills from heavy use 

of the oven. Note too that powder coat-

ings have a number of other commercial 

applications. Any material, including 

wood, that can withstand 400 degree 

F baking temperatures can be powder 

coated. Motorcycle and bicycle frames 

are popular choices, as are barbecue 

grills, kitchen appliances, propane tanks, 

chain saws, address signs and tool boxes. 

There are numerous other possibilities, 

so depending on how well you market 

your services, you could be quite busy.

These factors can add up to rising 

costs your powder services will need 

to absorb. Throw in the fact that you 

could be competing with businesses 

dedicated solely to applying powders 

and suddenly offering this service 

might not seem so attractive. There’s 

much to be taken into consideration. 

The good news is you have time to do 

research and work through a business 

plan. Should you move forward with a 

powder operation, you’ll be investing in 

a business with plenty of potential and 

possibilities that much of the rest of the 

auto industry is embracing.  

PAINT SHOP

More Repairs in Less Time. Improve your paint shop efficiency without having to 

overhaul your space with REVO accelerated curing systems. The technology cures 

fillers and coatings quickly and completely from the inside out. REVO can increase 

your paint shop throughput by up to 80%. Easy to install and operate, REVO systems 

save time and improve results immediately. 

(877) 658-7900
globalf inishing.com

80% MOREUP 
TO

paint shop throughput

TIM SRAMCIK has 
written for ABRN and sister 
publications Motor Age and 
Aftermarket Business World 
for more than a decade.   
tsramcik@yahoo.com
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CORROSION PROTECTION
AkzoNobel is a leader in corrosion protection, providing 
performance coatings for the protection of aluminum 
and other substrates in the most severe environments. 
MetaAlloy CI continues the trend; delivering break-
through proprietary technology for coating, repairing and protecting 
aluminum. It is an OEM warranty-approved product that: 
t�0GGFST�TVQFSJPS�BEIFTJPO�PVUTUBOEJOH�QBJOU�nFYJCJMJUZ�BOE�BE-
vance corrosion protection on painted surfaces
t�)FMQT�QSFWFOU�SF�XPSL�QSPUFDU�WFIJDMF�CSBOE�FRVJUZ�BOE�EFMJWFS�
higher CSI scores
WWW.AKZONOBEL.COM

COLOR WEB APPLICATION
AkzoNobel is helping body shops work 
more efficiently with MIXIT — a real-time 
color web application designed to work 
seamlessly on smartphones, tablets and 
PCs; available at www.MIXITcloud.com. It 
PGGFST�B�RVJDL�BOE�FBTZ�TPMVUJPO�GPS�CPEZ�
shops to find the color they need using a keyword search, in any 
language. It is the ideal tool for customers using any of AkzoNo-
bel’s leading vehicle refinish brands including Sikkens, Lesonal, 
8BOEB�4JLLFOT�"VUPDPBU�#5�BOE�6�5&$)�
WWW.AKZONOBEL.COM

SPRAY BOOTH
Blowtherm USA highlights the new 
WORLD 8000 spray booth that every-
one’s talking about. A few key features 
include pre- and post-filtration on both 
JOUBLF�BOE�FYIBVTU��EJSFDU�ESJWF�DFOUSJGV-
gal fans; durable heavy-duty adjustable 
steel door hinges for optimum longevity; 
user-friendly electromechanical control panel; eight 6-tube hip 
MJHIU�mYUVSFT�XJUI�IJOHFE�BDDFTT�GPS�FBTF�PG�DMFBOJOH�BOE�NBJOUF-
nance; and much more. Learn the difference.
WWW.BLOWTHERM-USA.COM

REFINISH TECHNOLOGY
The DeBeer 900+ WaterBase Series 
features a compact, easy-to-use, true 
waterbase system that meets low-
VOC regulations globally and is OEM 
BQQSPWFE��*U�PGGFST�IJHI�PQBDJUZ�NJYJOH�
DPMPVST�GPS�RVJDL�DSFBUJPO�PG�BMM�TPMJE�NFUBMMJD�YJSBMMJD�BOE�QFBSM�
colors for that perfect color match. The new OEM approvals for 
DeBeer 900+ WaterBase Series showcases Valspar’s continued 
focus on bringing customers the best technology and moving 
forward in the industry. DeBeer — where value meets technology.
WWW.DE-BEER.COM

GLAMOUR CLEARCOAT 
Prospray PSC-8700-5™ Glamour Clearcoat is a high 
solids, 2:1 premium clear that delivers a superior 
combination of easy application, durability and high 
gloss. This 4.2 VOC glamour clearcoat goes on with 
FYDFMMFOU�nPX�UP�QSPWJEF�B�TNPPUI�mOJTI�UIBU�JT�FBTZ�
UP�QPMJTI��"EWBODFE�SFTJOT�QSPWJEF�FYDFMMFOU�67�
resistance and performance for a long-lasting, beautiful finish. 
Prospray’s streamlined and refined line of premium European 
color and refinishing products deliver the ultimate stand-alone 
system for shops looking for technology, performance and value.  
WWW.PROSPRAYFINISHES.COM

REFINISH SYSTEM
The PRO//BASE™ Refinish 
System from Martin Senour® is 
a compliant, consistent and com-
QMFUF�TZTUFN�UIBU�GVMmMMT�B�VOJRVF�
position in the marketplace. 
Suitable for blendable spot 
repairs, PRO//BASE is ideal for 
UIF�NFEJVN�WPMVNF�FOE�VTFS�XIP�EPFT�OPU�SFRVJSF�UIF�GBTU�DZDMF�
UJNFT�PG�QSFNJVN�QSJDFE�TZTUFNT�CVU�TUJMM�EFNBOET�B�CFUUFS�RVBM-
ity system than most value-priced systems can offer.
WWW.MARTINSENOUR-AUTOPAINT.COM

ALUMINUM BODY FILLER AND PUTTY
���QFSDFOU�TUSPOHFS�BEIFTJPO �&YUFOTJWF�MBC�
tests proved AG47 and Icing Lite outperformed 
the competition up to 34 percent in key metrics, 
like adhesion and durability. If you are stressing 
over the perfect body filler and putty for aluminum, U.S. Chemi-
cal’s AG47™ Lightweight GRIP Filler and Icing® Lite Gold Finish-
ing Glaze are your secret weapons! AG47 GRIP Filler provides 
NBYJNVN�BEIFTJPO�TBOEJOH�QFSGPSNBODF�BOE�WBMVF��*DJOH�-JUF�
delivers the best sanding, strongest adhesion and fastest curing 
for final finishing, skim coating and minor imperfections. 
WWW.USCHEM.COM

LOW-VOC BASECOAT 
If you are concerned about switch-
ing to a low-VOC basecoat and losing 
productivity, performance, color match 
and coverage, we have the answer! 
.BUSJY�T�.1#�-7
�-PX�70$�#BTFDPBU�
with Coast-2-Coast (C2C®) Technol-
ogy is a revolutionary, complete, low-VOC system, from binder to 
UPOFS��0VS�$�$�5FDIOPMPHZ�XPO�U�TMPX�ZPV�EPXO�EPFTO�U�SFRVJSF�
BO�FRVJQNFOU�DIBOHF�PWFS�BOE�TQSBZT�UIF�TBNF�BT�ZPVS�DVSSFOU�
non-compliant, solvent basecoat.
WWW.MATRIXSYSTEM.COM



More Hi-Tech Products from Eagle Abrasives!

Foam Block System

Eagle Abrasives, Inc. www.EagleAbrasives.com (888) 68-EAGLE

SuperAssilex

Start to benefit, call your
local supplier today!

Fast Sanding Speed

No Deep Scratches 

Extremely Uniform

Available in Sheets and Discs

Achieving quality through consistency.

Manufactured by Kovax Corporation, Japan

REVOLUTIONIZE
How Sanding is Done!
If You Don’t Already Know...
You Owe It To Yourself To Find Out How SuperAssilex Can Improve 

Your Shop Productivity In a Way You Never Thought Possible Before !

Often IMITATED,
NEVER Duplicated!

Perfect for Blending,
Light Scuffing and
Primer Finishing.

Time saving of 70% 
or more, thus greatly
improves productivity.

Buflex Dry Tolecut MaxCut Yellow-Film
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SANDING SHEETS & DISCS
The Cutting Power of a coarser grit and the fi nish of 
B�m�OFS�HSJU��.BYDVU�JT�UIF�SFTVMU�PG�UIF�OFYU�HFOFSB�
tion coating technology that utilizes stone grouping 
and uniform grid layout with Laser Precision. This al-
MPXT�.BYDVU�UP�JODSFBTF�JUT�DVUUJOH�QPXFS�BOE�QBQFS�
MJGF�XIJMF�NBJOUBJOJOH�BO�FYUSFNFMZ�VOJGPSN�m�OJTI�
WWW.EAGLEABRASIVES.COM

TOPCOAT TOUCH-UP SYSTEM
The Tolecut 
Touch-Up Sys-
tem is the most 
advanced and 
smart system 
for taking care 
of nibs and runs 
on topcoat fi n-
ishing. It utilizes 
state-of-the-art Dry Lube technology to 
QSFWFOU�MPBEJOH��4QFFEZ�BOE�FYUSFNFMZ�
uniform sanding scratches can be re-
NPWFE�FBTJMZ�CZ�#Vn�FY�#MBDL�PS�.JDSP�
Finishing compounds. Instant scratch 
monitoring is possible due to a completely 
dry application. Ideal for waterborne and 
high-solid paint systems.
WWW.EAGLEABRASIVES.COM

SPEED DRY WITH 
HEATER
Enjoy up to 50 
percent faster 
drying times than 
a typical Venturi 
system by combining 
Speed Dry with an 
SRU-1615 infrared 
heater. Units may be 
operated together or 
independently. When 
assembled, the unit and heater can be 
plugged into one 15-amp outlet. Part. No. 
15-1015. Specifi cations: 120 volts; 15 
amps; 36” width; 38 lbs.
WWW.INFRATECH-USA.COM

FLEX CLAMP
The DF-FC205 
.BHOFUJD�'MFY�$MBNQ�
is a strong, profes-
sional and fast method 
for securing parts for 
controlled painting. 
'MFYJCMF�OFDL�BMMPXT�
the part to be moved 
without being touched. 
Strong magnetic base 
can attach to metal 
spray booths. Includes 
one piece.
WWW.DENTFIX.COM

Job weld done. 

Chief Elektron Fusion Technologies – trusted by more 

vehicle OEMs than any other welder brand.

See our full welder line at 

chiefautomotive.com/weld/abrn



PAINT & REFINISHING
MULTIFUNCTION 
SPRAY BOOTH
Do you paint the vehicle and indi-
vidual parts at the same time? Then 
you need the Zapper XL! The Uni-
cure Zapper XL is a multifunction 
TQSBZ�CPPUI�XJUI�FYUFOEFE�MFOHUI�
and productivity features including a 
double personnel door!
WWW.SPRAYBOOTHS.COM

PREMIUM CLEARCOAT
Developed specifi cally for AQUABASE® 
Plus waterborne basecoat, P190-6950 is 
engineered for ultimate gloss on multi-pan-
el repairs or overall paint jobs, with superior 
n�PX�BOE�MFWFMJOH�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT��5IJT�OFX�
premium clear utilizes the same harden-
ers and thinners as P190-6930 Perfor-
mance Clearcoat and is ideal for use in hot 
weather conditions. With its 2.1 VOC rating, 
it is compliant for use nationwide.
WWW.PPGREFINISH.COM

LED SPEED LIGHT
4QFFE�-JHIU�JT�"YBMUB�T�MBUFTU�UFDIOPMPHZ�EF�
veloped so body shops can achieve the best 
possible results in the refi nish paint process. 
This hand-held LED light source will help 
identify pre-paint defects, compare color 
samples, check color matches and identify 
n�BLF�DPBSTFOFTT��*O�BEEJUJPO�SFm�OJTIFST�DBO�
use it to spot post-repair issues like coverage and hiding. 
WWW.AXALTA.US

FAN DECKS
"YBMUB�MBVODIFE�OFX�GBO�EFDL�TZTUFNT�
GPS�JUT�4QJFT�)FDLFS® Permacron® 
��������4FSJFT�BOE�4UBOEPY® Stan-
docryl® Basecoat paint systems. Paint 
chip size, organization, housing and the 
cover of each fan deck system were 
redesigned to make it easier than ever 
to choose the best starting point for 
color matching. Each chip provides a real-life representation of 
the product as it looks when applied at your facility.
WWW.AXALTA.US

s�3OLID�"UILD
s�%XCELLENT�!IR�&LOW

XTRA LENGTH
��:WHJL�MVY�[OL�]LOPJSL
� HUK��ZLWHYH[L�WHY[Z

XTRA FUNCTIONS
��<ZL�[OL�^OVSL�IVV[O�69
� JOVVZL�[OL�]LOPJSL�LUK�VY��
� [OL�WHY[Z�LUK

XTRA PRODUCTIVITY
��+\HS�7HY[Z�+VVYZ�HSSV^�MVY��
� LHZ`�HJJLZZ�PU[V�[OL�IVV[O

s�3UPERIOR�,IGHTING
s�%ASY���%CONOMICAL�TO�/PERATE

s�0OWDER�#OATED�7HITE
s�7ATERBORNE�#ONTROLS

�����������������������������������
�������'������	����	�

Infinity 3D Laser Measuring 
5251 W. 74th St., Minneapolis, MN 55349 

info@infinity3Dlaser.com  |  www.infinity3Dlaser.com 
Toll Free 877.392.6092  |  Local 952.392.6090

Made in 
the USA!

EXPLORE YOUR UNLIMITED PROFIT POTENTIAL
Reduce costly downtime. Utilize the infinity 3d laser measuring system as a diagnostic tool during the discover process.  

Ultra accurate laser mapping with intelligent targets measure throughout the total repair process–saving time and money!

 3D Graphics – Full Color Graphics provide instant visualization of damaged areas with vectors illustrating direction of movement  
Color change corresponds to tolerance settings established by technician. Color change also shown in all three axis on Infinity Live Targets

 Unmatched Accuracy – Target Positions Displayed to nearest 1 millimeter in Height, Width, and Length at all times 

 Smartest Targets in the Industry – Targets display Height, Width, and Length position tolerance in all three axis at all times  
Displays are viewable from all sides

 40 Foot Measuring Envelope – Up to 20 foot radius from scanner location 

 Live Technical Support – Customers benefit from live technical support via phone or online screen sharing with video link

 Dual Axis Level Compensation –  Automatic compensation for vehicle and scanner tilt and roll. Makes blueprinting on a two post lift easy

 Low Cost Data – Low cost subscription plans include automatic Mitchell Data Updates via Infinity exclusive FTP internet site. 

 Advanced Laser Scanner Design – Our patented system does not require the constant calibration other laser systems advertise

 Patented – Covered by US Patents 8,381,409, 8,997,361 with others applied for

 Best Value – The Infinity Laser Measuring System is the best value for the money-comes complete with everything  
you need-no additional kits required

$24,500 FOR COMPLETE 12 TARGET XMS2 SYSTEM  
BEST PRICE IN THE INDUSTRY! NO HIDDEN OR ADD-ON COSTS!
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ULTRA GLOSS CLEARCOAT
Incorporating advanced resin technology, EC550 
Ultra Gloss is the latest addition to the ENVIRO-
BASE®�)JHI�1FSGPSNBODF�DMFBSDPBU�MJOF��%F�
signed for overalls and multi-panel applications 
in all refi nish markets, this premium clear delivers 
TVQFSJPS�HMPTT�FYDFMMFOU�n�PX�BOE�MFWFMJOH�BOE�
is ideal for use in hot weather conditions. This 2.1 VOC clear 
utilizes the same hardener/reducer combination as EC530 En-V 
Performance Clear.
WWW.PPGREFINISH.COM

ADVANCED SPRAY BOOTH SYSTEMS
Blowtherm USA unveiled the latest in 
advanced technology, energy effi ciency 
BOE�RVBMJUZ�QSPWFO�BVUPNPUJWF�BOE�USVDL�
spray booth systems for both solvent-
based and waterborne applications. 
/FX�VQHSBEF�PQUJPOT�GPS�UIF�i&YUSBw�
Spray Booth series include glass wall 
panels, glass doors, LED lighting, storage cabinet and NEW 
zoned air speed. Blowtherm’s popular WORLD 8000 Spray Booth 
JT�BMTP�B�DPTU�FGGFDUJWF�PQUJPO�UP�HFU�UIF�RVBMJUZ�ZPV�EFTFSWF�
WWW.BLOWTHERM-USA.COM

SURFACE PREPARATION SYSTEM
Mirka’s Optimized surface preparation 
	041
�TZTUFN�NBYJNJ[FT�UIF�QFSGPSNBODF�
of every individual phase of the repair 
process. The OSP system is marked with 
numbers providing which disc or strip 
should be used for each step during the 
repair. This provides consistency within all 
shops, meaning less time spent on repairs, 
resulting in more repairs and more profi t. 
WWW.MIRKA.COM

PRODUCTIVE REFINISH SYSTEM
The Ultra 7000® Refi nish System 
from Sherwin-Williams Automotive 
Finishes is a productive, effi cient, 
and consistent paint system. With 
repeatable performance, effi cient 
processes and products that can as-
sist in decreasing cycle times, the Ultra 7000 system is the most 
productive refi nish system in the market. All of these features 
plus the promise of continued investment are the reasons it is 
preferred by industry-leading collision repair facilities.
WWW.SHERWIN-AUTOMOTIVE.COM

COMBINATION TOOL PACKAGE

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

USA MADE COLLI S I O N  RE PA I R E Q UI PM E N T

CALL 1.800.445.8244 � WWW.AUTOBODYSHOP.COM
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GENERAL PURPOSE CLEAR
RMC5000 was developed with productivity and 
cost-effective repairs in mind. RMC5000 is a 
medium solid, two-component, acrylic urethane 
DMFBS�VTFE�UP�UPQDPBU�%JBNPOU�PS�0/:9�)%�
Basecoat colors. This new clear gives paint 
technicians a high-gloss “Wet Look.” Its ease 
PG�VTF�BOE�FYDFMMFOU�TBH�SFTJTUBODF�DPNCJOFE�
with the four hardener options available allows 
RMC5000 to be applied on repair work ranging from spot and 
panel to large surface areas.
WWW.BASFREFINISH.COM/RM

COLOR BOOSTERS
The Glasurit Color Advance Boosters 
EFDSFBTF�UIF�OVNCFS�PG�DPBUT�SFRVJSFE�UP�
achieve hiding, reduce consumption and 
speed repair processes everywhere. These boosters are introduced 
for over 1,580 popular colors that have been wet matched. The 
Color Advance product portfolio consists of three red toners, three 
blue toners and two green toners.The Color Advance Boosters are a 
TVQQMFNFOU�UP�UIF�DVSSFOU����-JOF�NJYJOH�CBTFT�BOE�BSF�JEFBM�GPS�BMM�
body shops that want to turbocharge their efficiency and profitability!
WWW.BASFREFINISH.COM/GLASURITCOLORADVANCE

AQUASTAR ABRASIVE
"RVBTUBS�JT�BO�JOOPWBUJWF�nFYJCMF�
polypropylene film backed abra-
TJWF�UIBU�QSPWJEFT�nFYJCJMJUZ�BOE�
durability for hand sanding, either 
XFU�PS�ESZ��"RVBTUBS�JT�TVJUBCMF�
for automotive refinishing, marine, 
and OEM vehicle manufacturing applications. It has a pattern of 
BMVNJOVN�PYJEF�BCSBTJWF�[POFT�TVSSPVOEFE�CZ�JOUFSDPOOFDUFE�
DIBOOFMT�UP�SFEVDF�MPBEJOH��"RVBTUBS�FYDFMT�PO�QBJOUT�QSJNFST�
MBDRVFST�HFMDPBUT�NPMET�BOE�QMBTUJDT�
WWW.MIRKA.COM

MEMBRANE DRYER
LA-MAN Corporation offers the AMD-
035 SuperStar Membrane Dryer that 
provides ultra clean and ultra dry com-
pressed air specifically designed with 
UIF�BVUPNPUJWF�JOEVTUSZ�JO�NJOE��5IJT�VOJRVF�NFNCSBOF�ESZFS�DBO�
be used where refrigerated dryers may be too large or electricity 
is not available or desirable. The innovative AMD-035 Membrane 
Dryer lowers the dew point by continuously removing water vapor 
and venting into the surrounding atmosphere.
WWW.LAMAN.COM
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GREENER 
THAN 
GREEN

I
s another article on waterborne 

really necessary? 

Once you noticed the subject 

of this article, there’s a pretty good 

chance that was your first reac-

tion. It’s an understandable response in 

an industry that has been awash in wa-

terborne news and updates, along with 

a steady stream of technical updates, for 

more than a decade. If your shop has 

converted to these low-VOC finishes 

and already is experiencing the benefits 

of waterborne, one more article can seem 

redundant or flat-out overkill. How much 

more does a repairer need to know?

Actually, plenty.

The waterborne finishes that first hit 

the collision market en masse during 

the beginning of the current millennium 

were just the opening salvo from paint 

manufacturers looking to combine eco-

responsibility with superior product 

quality and ease of use. Now that water-

bornes have proven their value, manu-

facturers have been building on their 

success by gearing up a new generation 

of green, high-performance products 

that complement waterbornes and offer 

environmental (and other) benefits of 

their own. Manufacturers also have cre-

ated new lines of waterborne finishes 

and ramped up efforts to make color-

matching errorless and simple.

Still think there’s nothing new in the 

world of waterborne? Whether you’re 

looking to upgrade your current stock or 

CLEANER AND MORE PROFITABLE
TIM SRAMCIK // Contributing Editor

PPG SAYS its SG undercoat system can help shops replicate 
the growing number of OEM fi nishes.
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interested in what the rest of the market 

has to offer, now is a terrific time to up-

date your knowledge of just what water-

borne products and technologies could 

be doing for your business today and in 

the very near future. 

Here’s a look at the products and tools 

that could be making your shop greener, 

leaner and more profitable today.

Faster finishes minus the energy

One of the greatest benefits of water-

borne finishes has been economical. 

They require less product to produce 

the same finish as solvent-based prod-

ucts. Manufacturers have added to these 

savings with finishes and processes 

that significantly cut paint booth time, 

in some cases practically eliminating it. 

This means lower energy bills, a smaller 

carbon footprint and faster throughput. 

Sherwin-Williams Automotive Fin-

ishes’ (SWAF) AWX Performance Plus 

Waterborne Refinish System promises 

to provide color match with one to three 

coats for full hiding — a significant re-

duction in materials 

compared to previ-

ous generations of 

industry products. 

When used in tan-

dem with SWAF’s 

new HP Process Re-

finish System, which 

features air-dry prim-

ers and clearcoats, 

AWX System finishes 

can be sanded or polished after only 15 

minutes at 75 degrees. This allows a tech-

nician to go from priming to finishing in 

50 minutes or less without turning on the 

heat in a booth. 

SWAF further states that the HP Pro-

cess Refinish System with air-dry tech-

nology enables technicians to complete 

category 1 and 2 repairs — which tackle 

1 to 3 panels — in 50 minutes or less. 

Because finishes can be completed well 

within a day, SWAF touts the systems as 

offering “zero-day” repairs.

PAINT SHOP

WANT TO CUT YOUR POWER BILL? 
Companies like Sherwin-Williams Automo-
tive Finishes have created products that dry 
without turning your booth heat on.

PAINT COMPANY ONLINE RESOURCES

Company Website

AkzoNobel www.akzonobel.com

Axalta www. axaltacs.com/us

BASF www.refinish.basf.us

ChemSpec www.montprod.com

PPG www.ppgrefinish.com

Sherwin-Williams www.sherwin-automotive.com

Valspar www.valspar.com/automotive/
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Leading the Industry in OEM Certified Approvals

HOW COOL IS YOUR WELDER?

www.car-o-liner.com
info@car-o-liner.com

844-833-9419

You Could Be Welding Not Waiting!
Improve Your Duty Cycle 
with Liquid-Cooled Tips!

Contact Your Local Distributor  
For A FREE Demonstration!



*Contact an Authorized Kia Dealer for details.

,FFQ�,JBT�(FOVJOF�
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The Kia Depot
Santa Ana
(888) 859-6573
Fax (714) 560-4124
parts@kiacarparts.net
www.kiacarparts.net

,&/56$,:

The Kia Store on Preston
Louisville
(502) 962-3261
Fax (502) 962-3239
Largest Kia Parts Dealer 
in KY
Next Day Delivery

."44"$)64&554

Wagner Kia of Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury
(888) 859-4827
Fax (508) 581-5789
wagnerkia.com
CollisionLink Dealer

Lev Kia
Framingham
(508) 879-5555
Fax (508) 626-1585
www.levkia.com

/035)�$"30-*/"

Gerry Wood Kia
Salisbury
(704) 216-2688
Fax (704) 638-9095
www.gerrywood-kia.com

 

4065)�$"30-*/"

Best Kia
Easley
(864) 312-4049
Fax (864) 312-4061
Bestkia.com

8"4)*/(50/

Performance Kia
Everett
(425) 609-5622
Fax (425) 609-5661
parts@performanceKia.com
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All this translates into reduced cycle 

times and the opportunity to bring in 

plenty of new repair jobs. SWAF says 

AWX is ideally suited for high-volume 

collision centers, though the company 

also is quick to note that shops of any 

size can benefit from reduced costs and 

boosts in efficiency. 

Axalta meanwhile offers 1.5-coat, wet-

on-wet application with its Cromax Pro, 

Standox Standoblue and Spies Hecker Hi-

TEC waterborne lines. The company says 

these products eliminate four steps from 

the usual repair process while providing 

full repair-area coverage in a single appli-

cation using up to 25 percent less paint. 

Interested in waterborne but still 

more comfortable with solventborne 

finishes? Michael Carroll, new products 

introduction manager for BASF, says his 

company has you covered. BASF con-

tinues to offer its ONYX HD system as 

either a traditional waterborne or as a 

solventborne basecoat. The solvent-

borne system also is low VOC. Carroll 

says all ONYX HD products dry very 

quickly in all colors and in all body shop 

environments. 

Axalta’s low-VOC solventborne solu-

tion, Cromax Max, is designed to allow 

shops to transition to low-VOC solutions 

with minimal impact on their current op-

erations. Cromax Max requires no new 

equipment, new spray techniques or new 

processes. Axalta also says its price is 

consistent with solventborne basecoats 

that most shops spray in National Rule-

regulated areas.

Supporting 

waterborne

PPG has put its mark 

on waterborne-related 

products with waterborne 

speed primers EPW115 

a n d  A q u a b a s e ,  a l o n g 

with waterborne primer 

surfacer P950-5505. As 1k 

alternatives to traditional 

2K surfacers (requiring 

catalysts), PPG says they 

reduce cycle time, provide 

c o r r o s i o n  r e s i s t a n c e 

and improve adhesion 

performance.  Each is 

designed to air dry quickly and be ready 

for sanding in 30 minutes.

PPG Waterborne Segment Manager 

Tim Jones says the company’s latest 

green step has been expanding its line 

of resins, including those used in prod-

ucts like EC530 En-V clearcoat, which 

is engineered specifically to go over 

waterborne basecoats. Jones says the 

highly specialized resins allow repair-

ers to apply them in multiple tempera-

ture and humidity levels with no loss of 

performance. This means they can work 

in all areas of the country with minimal 

restrictions, bringing an extra level of wa-

terborne performance and ease of use to 

shops everywhere.

BASF recently released eight high-

strength Base Boosters for its Glasurit 

90 Line. Carroll says the boosters allow 

painters to achieve quicker basecoat cov-

erage and use less material, with some 

reporting 1-2 fewer coats and 

an average of 30 percent less 

applied material. Carroll adds 

that the product flashes the 

basecoat faster while provid-

ing a “much more robust, drier 

feel.” 

More accurate  

matching

Of course, waterborne loses 

many of its benefits (just as 

solventbased finishes would) 

if shops fail to correctly color match a 

finish the first time. Manufacturers are 

answering this problem with new train-

ing and technology that helps ensure 

shops can accurately match colors, with 

a special eye on the ever-growing palette 

of colors being offered by OEMs.

Jones says PPG has begun training 

painters how to duplicate translucent 

colors. This is no easy task since OEMs 

don’t all use the same application process 

to get the same effect. For example, some 

use standard gray undercoats for all col-

ors. Others utilize different shades of gray; 

still others apply colored ground coats. 

Yet with all these different approaches, 

the result is essentially the same — un-

dercoat and clearcoat combine with the 

“translucent nature” of the intense color 

pigments to create the final color.

PPG believes the best way to mimic 

the various OEM processes, while pro-

ducing the same results, is with a spectral 

gray (SG) process that incorporates wa-

terborne toners and translucent pigments 

with an SG undercoat system. The SG un-

dercoat contributes to the final basecoat 

color to duplicate the factory finish. PPG’s 

process utilizes five formulated shades of 

spectral grays — G 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 — to 

help shops match the full range of trans-

lucent colors in use and those that are 

emerging. The process also ties into PPG’s 

color formula retrieval tools that specify 

the optimal SG shade of undercoat for 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES ARE making waterborne color 
matching easier and more accurate.

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR waterborne investment by 
researching and utilizing the host of other finishing products 
available designed to complement low-VOC basecoats.
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each waterborne color formula.

SWAF has updated its color matching 

tools with a system aimed at simplifying 

color selection with greater accuracy 

using a methodology that helps to more 

efficiently determine what the most likely 

color match is. The FormulaExpress 2.0 

Color Retrieval System allows shops to 

enter whatever they know about the ve-

hicle into one box (which can be a sharp 

departure from other systems requiring 

specific information such as color chip, 

formula code and color code). Formula-

Express 2.0 is then engineered to intui-

tively sort formulas by popularity instead 

of the “standard with alternates” method. 

SWAF says its process helps locate 

the right formula much more quickly. 

Accuracy is further improved, says the 

company, with a Color Filter feature 

that helps painters select from a list of 

color variations using a limited, simple 

set of filters designed to be user friendly. 

To ensure shops have convenient access 

to FormulaExpress 2.0, the system works 

with multi-platforms including tablets, 

smartphones and PCs.

Moving down the road

Considering the strides waterborne and 

low-VOC finishes and products have 

made in such a short span of time, and their 

impact on the industry, the logical question 

at this point is, “What’s next?” What’s next 

might very well be what’s on the market 

today or being announced in the near 

future, for example, at NACE 2016.

Interestingly, one of the significant 

steps waterborne still needs to make is 

getting more buy in from the industry at 

large. Manufacturers say thousands of 

shops — for a variety of reasons — still 

haven’t converted. That’s a shame since 

these repairers essentially are cruising 

in the slow lane while the rest of the in-

dustry is passing them by. They’re also 

missing out on very real opportunities 

to make more revenue, grow their busi-

nesses and keep their employees and 

communities cleaner and safer. The paint 

manufacturers ABRN spoke to stressed 

that their focus is to continue making wa-

terborne the cleanest, most economically 

attractive and best quality finishing op-

tion available. 

For those of you who have gotten on 

board with this technology, congratula-

tions on a smart choice. Now’s the time to 

make sure low-VOC products are doing 

all they can for your shop. Put in some re-

search, and give your vendor (and maybe 

some competitors) a call. 

TIM SRAMCIK has 
written for ABRN, Motor 
Age and Aftermarket 
Business World for more 
than a decade. He has 
produced numerous 
news, technical and 

feature articles covering every aspect of 
the collision repair market. In 2004, he was 
recognized for his work by the American 
Society of Business Publication Editors. 
TSramcik@yahoo.com
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ALUMINUM SPOT REPAIR TOOL
Motor Guard’s new Magna-Stripper 
AL™ System (Model E-6100S) is a 
soft, abrasive wheel specially formu-
lated to strip aluminum without heat, 
distortion or damage. The E-6100S 
quickly strips clear coats, base coats, 
primer coats, or all three, leaving the 
base metal clean, bright and ready for repair and refi nishing. The 
Magna-Stripper AL ships with universal hardware to fi t all popular 
air and electric tools and is made in the USA.
WWW.MOTORGUARD.COM

CURTAIN WALLS
At nearly 1/3 the cost of 
a permanent wall, Goff’s 
Curtain Walls help contain 
dust, dirt, grinding sparks 
and noise while separat-
ing and maximizing usable 
shop space. Custom 
manufactured with fi re-resistant vinyl and a 16g. track and roller 
system, Goff’s Curtain Walls are the fl exible, durable solution to 
separating wash bays, prep stations and painting areas.
WWW.GOFFSCURTAINWALLS.COM/ABRN

SCRATCH KIT
3M Auto has introduced 
its new Trizact™ Precision 
Scratch Kit with new re-
storative abrasive technol-
ogy that ensures quality 
results with less time and 
effort. Utilizing the power of microreplication, Trizact’s unique 
pyramid-shaped structures contain multiple layers of abrasive 
minerals that produce easier and fi ner results for scratched and 
scuffed surfaces, without the fear of inaccuracy.
WWW.3M.COM

ALUMINUM WELD STATION
Pro Spot’s newest design of the 
Mobile Weld Station, Kit 3, will 
satisfy all your aluminum repair 
needs. The MWS-AL-K3 includes 
the Aluminum Weld Station with 
an SP-1 Pulse MIG Welder, PR-
111 Inverter Plasma Cutter and a 
built-in Fume Extractor. There is 
also an additional add-on option 
PR-5 Self-Piercing Riveter.
WWW.PROSPOT.COM

AIR COMPRESSORS
BendPak’s V-Max Elite series of air 
compressors feature the rugged V-Max 
extreme-duty, four-cylinder pump designed 
and manufactured to operate with maximum 
effi ciency under all load conditions. These 
rugged two-stage lubricated, reciprocating 
compressors with 100 percent cast-iron 
pumps provide the quality and performance 
needed for heavy-use applications like auto-
motive and body repair.
WWW.BENDPAK.COM

BODY FILLER
ITW Evercoat announces the launch of Ever-
coat Commercial Ultra™ Body 
Filler, which has been developed to meet 
the needs of large industrial and commercial 
vehicle manufacturers including ambulance, 
fi re truck, bus and train manufacturers.  
Evercoat Commercial Ultra Body Filler has 
been formulated to have a 10-minute work time and can be 
sanded in 30 minutes, allowing technicians to mix, spread and 
work large quantities of body fi ller at one time.
WWW.EVERCOAT.COM

COLD WATER PRESSURE WASHER
Mi-T-M Corporation announces the 
release of the new 7000 PSI CWC cold 
water pressure washer to the CWC 
Premium Series line. This new model is 
ideal for any heavy-duty cleaning in a va-
riety of industries. The new unit features 
7000 PSI at 3.8 GPM, a 688cc Honda OHV engine with electric 
start, external bypass system to protect from heat build-up, two-
piece belt guard for easy access to components and a 13-gallon 
fuel tank capacity for a 9 1⁄2 hour maximum run time.
WWW.MITM.COM

NITROGEN WELDING SYSTEM
Polyvance’s new 6071 Bumper-
smith 2.0 is a nitrogen welding sys-
tem combined with a bumper repair 
workstation that makes it easy to 
support a bumper in just about any 
orientation so that one technician 
can singlehandedly repair it. The 
Bumpersmith 2.0 is unique in that it 
has a nitrogen trigger in the handle, which saves the nitrogen gas 
for use only when welding.
WWW.POLYVANCE.COM



 Z Exclusive OE Training on the Newest Vehicles in the Market 

 Z Business and Management Education for Owners and 
Executives

 Z Technical Training on the Latest Advancements and Trends

 Z Live, Interactive Demonstrations on Industry-Leading Technologies

 Z A Sold Out Show Floor, with Over 200 Exhibitors

 Z Daily Networking Opportunities and Peer-to-Peer Discussions

 Z MSO Symposium – Exclusive Program Featuring High-Growth Strategies, M&A, 
International Growth, Divestiture, Operational Excellence, and More!

 Z Technology & Telematics Forum, Bringing you Face-to-Face with the Future!

 Z Service Repair Leadership Forum, Addressing Business and Technology Challenges, Strategies 
and Operations for Leaders and Managers in the Mechanical Repair Field.

 Z Young Technicians Symposium (YTS), an Intensive Program to Educate Technicians that are New 
to the Industry and tomorrow’s leaders!

 Z Featuring Industry Celebrities, Custom and Classic Cars, and new 2017 model vehicles

NACE | CARS 2016 WILL OFFER THE BEST 
CONFERENCE PROGRAM, LIVE DEMOS, 
OE TRAINING AND NETWORKING IN ITS 
34 YEAR HISTORY, INCLUDING:

naceexpo .com �  carsevent .com

NACE | CARS 2016 WILL OFFER THE BEST

HOUSING & 

REGISTRATION 

ARE OPEN! 

Book today to secure 

your spot at 

#NACECARS16
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for a degree in this high-demand field. 
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1-800-434-5141
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at warehouse prices!
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the stencil, paint over it and peel it off! Leaves the 

cleanest, sharpest line. Available in 56 different styles.

FOR FREE SAMPLES CALL TOLL FREE

1(800) 228-1258
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You! Can do paint pinstriping with the 
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for the sharpest painted-on stripes

1000 + Automotive jobs Online
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The manufacturer knows best
Are you following OEM repair recommendations? If not, you are rolling the dice.

L
et’s talk briefly about your health for a 

moment, shall we? A persistent cough 

has forced you to visit your physician, 

who, after careful examination, looks 

at you and states, “My recommenda-

tion for you is to quit smoking or you’ll have fur-

ther health risks in the future.”

On the drive home, you ponder that recom-

mendation. “If I follow my doc’s orders, I’ll prob-

ably start feeling better,” you think to yourself. “Or 

I can keep smoking and take my chances.” Sounds 

like a silly argument, doesn’t it?  

Well, that’s precisely the argument that’s being 

played out in the collision repair industry these 

days. And it centers on manufacturer recommen-

dations for properly repairing a vehicle.

It’s a simple two-sided argument. On one side, 

you’ve got the manufacturer recommending the 

right parts, equipment, tooling and procedures 

for a specific repair on a specific vehicle. Those 

recommendations were formulated by the manu-

facturer in an effort to have the highest probabil-

ity that the vehicle will look, feel and perform as 

designed.   

On the other side, you’ve got an effort to reduce 

costs of the claim and still have an acceptable repair done to 

the vehicle. Controlling costs associated with a loss is surely 

important, but at what point are we putting what the customer 

is entitled to in jeopardy by not following manufacturer recom-

mendations? And aren’t we really rolling the dice with regard to 

fit, functionality and the value of the vehicle?

The latter argument, my friends, is what we commonly look 

at as the dice roll. The fact is that you really can’t predict the 

long-term effects of procedures that fall outside those recom-

mended by the manufacturer, nor can you determine the history 

or functionality of alternative parts selections.  

But by not adhering to OEM recommendations, you’re roll-

ing the dice on a lot more than just the integrity of a repair part. 

You’re throwing caution to the wind on virtually every facet of 

the repair process, including the part where your customer ul-

timately climbs back into that vehicle and assesses your work. 

(Or worse yet, when your work needs to stand up to a second 

crash involving the repaired area.)

We all know that the main issue guiding this 

timeless argument has to do with costs and con-

trol. Insurance companies want viable, economi-

cal solutions. Adjusters are constantly under the 

gun to meet company metrics. But when it comes 

down to knowing what all must be done in order 

to correctly repair a vehicle, who is the true expert 

here?

As professionals, why would we want to chal-

lenge OEM recommendations when those sugges-

tions are formulated to return the vehicle as close 

to its original pre-loss condition as possible? Why 

would we use anything other than OE parts that 

fit properly, function properly and reduce wasted 

time? Why would we work outside of the recom-

mended OEM repair procedures when those steps 

are designed to ensure that the vehicle’s systems 

respond accordingly and parts perform properly 

in the event of a future accident?

As shop owners we have a lot of things riding 

on our work. But when the issue of comparing 

OEM recommendations versus non-OEM arises, 

the only question we really need to ask regarding 

the repair of that vehicle is, “Doesn’t the customer 

deserve to be made whole after a loss when it comes 

to safety, fit and functionality of their vehicle?” The question of 

whether or not another procedure or part selection has worked 

in other scenarios is irrelevant if you grasp the responsibility a 

repairer takes on to assure that the vehicle is restored to pre-loss 

functionality and fit.

In the end, it comes down to safeguards. OEM recommenda-

tions are designed to provide assurance that the vehicle owner is 

ultimately protected using the proper parts and procedures that 

ensure adequate performance of the vehicle’s safety systems in 

the unfortunate event of a future accident, while maintaining a 

high level of intended value for the vehicle.

So do you quit smoking, like your doctor recommended? Or 

do you roll the dice and keep lighting up? In the end, your body 

will be the judge. 

THE LAST DETAIL

CONTROLLING 
COSTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH 
A LOSS IS SURELY 
IMPORTANT, 
BUT AT WHAT 
POINT ARE WE 
PUTTING WHAT 
THE CUSTOMER 
IS ENTITLED TO IN 
JEOPARDY?

MICHAEL GIARRIZZO, JR. is founder and president of 
DCR Systems (www.DCRsystems.net) and a pioneer in the utilization 
of lean production principles on the shop floor. Questions or 
comments can be sent to Michael at mgiarrizzo@dcrsystems.net
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